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ABSTRACT 

The Water Breakdown System was designed to investigate various 

techniques for increasing the high voltage breakdown strength of water and 

increase the time before breakdown. The interest in water for high voltage 

applications is because of water's unusually high dielectric constant (8r) 

which is typically 80. This is about 30 to 40 times higher than most other 

insulator materials. If the insulating ability of water could be improved, 

then high energy capacitors could be made 30 to 40 times smaller than they 

presently are. The initial breakdown mechanism is beheved to be an 

electrode surface effect in which case the use of a coating to grade the field 

effects at the electrode surface would have the greatest chance for 

improvement in the voltage holdoff capabihty of water. 

Several techniques were tried during this investigation which included 

magnetic fields, SFe gas, and HCl. The electrodes were also coated with two 

different polymers, poly(ethersulfone) (PES) and polycarbonate (PC) to see ff 

there would be an improvement in voltage holdoff. The use of anodized 

aluminum electrodes and coating the electrodes with black wax have been 

tried by other researchers. These experiments were conducted to see if the 

residts could be repeated. 

For the magnetic field experiments, neodymium iron boron magnets 

were placed inside hoUowed out copper tungsten electrodes. The magnetic 
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fields showed a small, though, statistically significant effect on the maximum 

voltage and the effective time-width of the pulse. The amount of the effect 

depended on the orientation of the magnetic field and whether the magnets 

were used in both electrodes or only one electrode, possibly because of the 

change in magnetic flux density or the divergence of the field. 

Initial use of SFe gas with the water appeared promising but the 

results could not be reproduced. The lack of a reproducible effect may have 

been due to an insufficient amount of the gas mixing with the water. 

The HCI experiments were similar to work done by Russian scientists 

except that the voltage level was measured rather than the prebreakdown 

current measured by the Russians. Adding HCl caused the voltage holdoff 

capability of the water to decrease with increasing amounts of HCI. 

Copper tungsten and stainless steel electrodes were coated with either 

a thin layer of poly (ether sulfone) or polycarbonate. No noticeable beneficial 

effects were seen with either of these coatings. The anodized aluminum 

electrodes did not show the same increase in holdoff strength as previous 

research in which ethylene glycol was mixed with the water and then cooled. 

The electrodes coated with black wax also did not show an increase in holdoff 

strength as in previous research. It was shown that over larger surface 

areas, the use of black wax to coat the electrode surfaces did not increase the 

voltage breakdown level. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Water Breakdown System was designed to investigate various 

techniques for increasing the high voltage breakdown strength of water and 

increase the time before breakdown. The interest in water for high voltage 

appUcations has been around since the 1950s. The reason for this interest is 

water's unusuaUy high dielectric constant (er) which is typicaUy 80. This is 

about 30 to 40 times higher than most other insulator materials. If we could 

improve the insulating abUity of water, then high energy capacitors could be 

made 30 to 40 times smaUer than they presently are. Much of the initial 

work in characterizing water insulation was done by J. C. Martin; however, 

most of his work was done for systems with limited surface area. Many of 

the pulsed power systems today are much larger than they were in Martin's 

time, and his equations are limited to smaUer surface areas than we are 

seeing today, but Martin's work is stiU used for comparison with the work 

being done today. Martin's equations are discussed in Appendix A. 

The Russians have also done considerable work with water insulation. 

Recently claims of quadrupling the field strength above the J. C. Martin 

levels over large areas [1] has brought considerable interest into this area. 

This type of improvement is what we have been looking for these many years 

to make water a more practical insulator. It wUl be interesting to see what 



the future holds for research in this area. Some of the Russian work wiU be 

discussed in Chapter II. 

As can be seen, the interest in water has been around for a long time. 

One reason for this is that water exhibits the quaUty of being self-healing; if 

there is a breakdown in the water, it quickly returns to its original and 

undamaged state. Other Hquid insulators are prone to carbonization after 

breakdown and tend to lose some of their voltage holdoff strength. 

The drawback to using water is the short length of time it can hold off 

the voltage, typicaUy in the microsecond (|is) range. Considerable research 

has been done to make water a more viable dielectric material. For now, 

water capacitors are used for intermediate energy storage in pulsed power 

systems. This is usuaUy in the form of peaking capacitors placed between 

the Marx bank and the load. The use of peaking capacitors sharpens the rise 

time of the pulse before it goes to the load. What we would like to see is the 

use of water in the primary energy storage portion of the pulsed power 

system. 

Water is relatively inexpensive and is environmentally safe. These 

characteristics along with the high dielectric constant make water an 

exceUent choice for building large capacitors. If a way can be found to 

increase the voltage holdoff time and the field strength, then there wiU be 

more appUcations for water capacitors. 



A review of the Uterature is given in Chapter II. This consists of a 

discussion of a subset of over 225 articles that were reviewed for this work 

and a review of some of the Russian Uterature. Chapter III presents a 

description of the experimental setup and an analysis of the electrical circuit 

model developed for this experiment. Experimental design and data are 

given in Chapter IV and a discussion of the data is in Chapter V. 

Conclusions are given in Chapter VI along with some suggestions for future 

work. 

As mentioned above, Appendix A goes through some of the information 

on J. C. Martin's equation and some of the more resent work done in that 

area. Appendix B presents the mathematical derivation of the D-Dot probe 

and the development of the design criteria for construction of the probe. 

Appendices C and D consist of the MATLAB and assembly language 

programs that were written for the data coUection and analysis for this 

dissertation. Appendix E contains the Ust of articles found in the Uterature 

search. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Uterature search for this project consisted of a review of over 225 

journal articles and books that pertained to high voltage breakdown in 

Uquids with the emphasis on water. The Uterature review is presented in 

two sections; the first wiU be a discussion of thirteen representative articles 

that deal with techniques to increase the abUity of the water insulator to 

hold-off high electric fields and, the second, presents a discussion of the 

prebreakdown phenomena described by Russian scientists at the Siberian 

Scientific-Research Institute of Power Generation, Novosibirsk, Russia. A 

reading Ust of aU of the articles reviewed is included at the end of the 

dissertation in Appendix E. 

High voltage water breakdown review 

In the course of this review, there were so many variables involved 

that attempting to analyze the work that had been done was Uke comparing 

"apples and oranges." Thirteen articles were selected that provided a good 

representation of the research previously done. 

An analysis of the data showed three overriding effects. Any change 

made to the water affected (1) its voltage breakdown strength which was 

usuaUy measured as its electric field breakdown (EBD) strength, (2) its 



dielectric constant (8r), and/or (3) its effective time (xeff) of holdoff. TypicaUy, 

there were tradeoffs between these three effects, e.g., something that 

improves EBD causes a decrease in 8r. 

A matrix of Variables versus Effects was developed from the 13 journal 

articles to show these relationships (see Table 1). The numbers in the matrix 

relate to the references Usted at the end of this dissertation. The variables 

that have been researched are pressure, additives (ethylene glycol and 

alcohol), electrode material, polarity, temperature, resistivity, distiUation, 

diffusion electrodes, and electrode coatings. The respective effects of each of 

these variables wiU be summarized. More in-depth information can be found 

by reviewing the articles referenced in Table 1. 

Abramyan and KornUov 12] did considerable work looking at the 

effects of pressure on the voltage breakdown and the time to breakdown. 

They showed that an increase in the pressure from 1.7 MPa to 13.4 MPa 

increased EBD from 360 kV/cm to 640 kV/cm, effectively doubling EBD. 

Figure 1 shows the nearly Unear relationship between the breakdown field 

and pressure. Over the range of pressures that were measured, the 

relationship between the EBD and pressure was approximately 

24 kV/(cm MPa). They also reported an increase in the time untU 

breakdown (~Xeff) from 50 ns to 10 |is with an increase in pressure from 

0.3 MPa to 10.1 MPa. According to Abramyan and KomUov, this suggested 

a gaseous process occurring in the water during the breakdown. 



Table 1. Matrix of Variables versus Effects in water breakdown 
research (numbers in table refer to reference numbers at the 
end of this thesis). 

Variables / Effects 

Pressure 

Ethylene GlycolAVater 

AlcohoIAVater 

Same Electrode Material 
(anode and cathode) 
Different Electrode Material 
(anode and cathode) 
Polarity 

Temperature 

Resistivity (Conductivity) 

Diffusion Electrodes 

Electrode Coatings 

EBD 

2,3 

4 

6,7 

6 

3 

13 

7 

8r 

4 

5 

8,9,10 

10 

10 

5,12,14 

12 

Xeff 

2,3 

4 

11 

3,12 

12 

13 



kV/mm 

IZO atm 

Figure 1. Relationship between pressure and electric 
breakdown strength of water 12]. 



Sincerny [3] looked at flow rate, temperature, resistivity, pressure, and 

percentage of deaeration on EBD and Xeff. He varied the water pressure from 

101 kPa to 308 kPa with an increase of EBD from 218 kV/cm to 236 kV/cm, 

and an increase in Xeff from 2.9 îs to 3.5 jis. Even though he claims no effect 

due to temperature, a smaU effect was seen when three measurements were 

made at different temperatures: 8°C, 20°C, and 33°C. The electric 

breakdown field (EBD) went from 220 kV/cm to 224 kV/cm, and Xeff went fi-om 

2.9 |is to 3.1 |is as the temperature decreased. 

Varying the deaeration level from 0% to 90% did not have any 

significant effect on the electrical breakdown level but did have an effect on 

the recovery time of the test ceU. The level of deaeration affected the amount 

of time required to wait between shots to aUow the bubbles that formed in 

the water to dissipate. Without deaeration, this typicaUy took about an hour. 

The flow rate of the water was varied between 126 ml/s and 630 ml/s 

with no significant effect seen on EBD or Xeff. He did observe a difference in 

the breakdown site on the electrode with a difference in flow rate. The 

breakdown region tended to be more localized when there was no flow as 

opposed to a more generalized breakdown region with the higher flow rate. 

This was attributed to the arc foUowing the motion of the particles involved 

in the discharge as they are being swept across the surface of the electrode. 

The resistivity of the water was varied from 14 MQ-cm to 37 MQ-cm. There 
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was no significant effect on breakdown strength with the change of resistivity 

of the water. 

Fenneman [4] looked at the effects of mixing ethylene glycol with the 

water on EBD, 8r, and Xeff. With pure water at room temperature and no 

ethylene glycol, he measured EBD at 130 kV/cm. With a 95% mixture of 

ethylene glycol at +28°C, EBD went up to 270 kV/cm, effectively doubUng the 

breakdown voltage. By varying the water/ethylene glycol mixture and the 

temperature, he was able to get an 8r of 80 with a 60% mixture cooled to 

-30°C, and was able to get Xeff up to 1 ms with an 80% mixture cooled to 

-10°C. Table 2 summarizes the data on the water and ethylene glycol 

investigation. By varying the amount of ethylene glycol added to the water 

and the temperature of the mixture, Fenneman was able to vary EBD, 8r, and 

Xeff. 

Noyel, Jorat, Derriche, and Huck [5] looked at the change in the 

dielectric constant with different mixtures of alcohol and supercooled water. 

The alcohols used were methanol, ethanol, propanediol 1-2, and propanetriol 

1-2-3. They determined the relationship between temperature (T), molar 

fraction (x) of the alcohol, and static dielectric constant (8s) to be 

T P ^ . . = ^ + ^ + ̂ . (1) 

where A, B, and C are constants that were determined experimentaUy and 

varied with the molar fraction of the alcohol used. They showed that an 



Table 2. Electrical breakdown strength properties of mixtures of ethylene 
glycol and water [4]. 

Mix (%) 

0 

40 

40 

60 

60 

80 

80 

95 

T(C) 

0 

25 

-11 

30 

-23 

25 

-10 

28 

8r 

88 

67 

79 

58 

77 

49 

60 

40 

Xeff ( m s ) 

0.25 

0.10 

0.40 

0.18 

0.97 

0.45 

1.00 

0.20 

EBD (kV/cm) 

130 

160 

160 

160 

140 

210 

170 

270 
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increase in alcohol decreased 8s whUe a decrease in temperature increased 8s 

(Figure 2). The highest value of 8s was found to be 120 by using a 40% 

methanol molar fraction cooled to -100°C. They did not look at EBD or Xeff. 

Zahn, Ohld, Rhoads, LaGasse, and Matsuzawa [6] looked at the EBD of 

different types of electrodes. They found that stainless steel (SS) electrodes 

performed better than aluminum (Al) and were able to increase EBD from 

110 kV/cm (Al) to 125 kV/cm (SS). OveraU, brass electrodes had the best 

holdoff with an EBD of 145 kV/cm. Copper electrodes had the most consistent 

holdoff (least variation) with an average EBD of 135 kV/cm. They also looked 

at using different materials for the anode and cathode. The most significant 

finding was that brass for the cathode and aluminum for the anode gave the 

worst holdoff with an EBD of 90 kV/cm. Table 3 summarizes the data from 

this investigation. 

These data were taken using paraUel plane electrodes, 1 m x 3.2 cm, 

placed 1 cm apart. This may explain why the EBD'S are lower than what is 

seen in other research. The larger is the surface area, the lower the EBD. 

They did not look at 8r or Xeff. 

Szklarczyk, Kainthla, and Bockris [7] compared platinum, copper, 

iron, nickel, gold, and cobalt electrodes. Figure 3 shows the current density-

voltage (j-v) relationship for various types of electrodes with a 5 mm gap. 

The horizontal axis is the voltage (v) in volts and the vertical axis is the 

current density 0) in amps/cm^. Shown in Figure 3, of the four materials 
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-ioo°c 

[Pure 
jiater 30°C 

'^-'^''^^^'''^''''^^'j^ty versus molar fraction x 
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Table 3. Summary of the data with a history of the highest appUed 
voltages without breakdown [6]. 

Stainless Steel + / Stainless Steel -
110 kV/cm (12 times) 
115 kV/cm (12 times) 
120 kV/cm (4 times) 
125 kV/cm (16 times) 
Brass + / Brass -
115kV/cm(9times) 
125 kV/cm (10 times) 
130 kV/cm (1 time) 
145 kV/cm (2 times) 

Stainless Steel + / Aluminum -
125 kV/cm (4 times) 
130 kV/cm (14 times) 
140 kV/cm (2 times) 
Brass + / Copper -
110 kV/cm (19 times) 
115kV/cm(8times) 

Stainless Steel + / Brass -
115 kV/cm (20 times) 
120 kV/cm (6 times) 
Stainless Steel + / Copper -
115 kV/cm (19 times) 
125 kV/cm (2 times) 
130 kV/cm (1 time) 
Aluminum + / Brass -
90 kV/cm (19 times) 
95 kV/cm (17 times) 

Aluminum + / Copper -
110 kV/cm (20 times) 

Aluminum + / Aluminum -
110 kV/cm (29 times) 
115kV/cm(9times) 
120 kV/cm (2 times) 

Copper + / Copper -
135 kV/cm (24 times) 

Aluminum + / Stainless Steel -
105 kV/cm (20 times) 
110 kV/cm(l time) 

Copper + / Brass -
110 kV/cm (10 times) 
115kV/cm(8times) 
120 kV/cm (1 time) 
Brass + / Stainless Steel -
125 kV/cm (19 times) 

Copper + / Stainless Steel -
110 kV/cm (19 times) 
115kV/cm(3times) 

Brass + / Aluminum -
125 kV/cm (22 times) 
130 kV/cm (13 times) 
135 kV/cm (2 times) 
Copper + / Aluminum -
100 kV/cm (19 times) 
125 kV/cm (2 times) 
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Figure 3. The j-v dependence for different cathode materials for 
the same spacing between the cathode and the anode 
[7]. 
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used, copper (Cu) had the best response. Figure 4 describes the various 

portions of the 7-1; curve and what the mechanism was at various parts of the 

curve. The section of the curve at A is due to the electrode Idnetics for H2 and 

O2 evolution in a low conductance solution. In this region, the current is 

Umited by the solution resistance. The next portion of the curve (B) 

represents the dissociation of the water molecules. The electric field is high 

enough to cause the ionization and dissociation of the water. The next stage 

is the plateau region (C) where so much H2 has buUt up on the electrode 

surface that the water wiU no longer be in contact with the electrode, surface 

thus preventing the increase of the current density. At the end of the plateau 

region (D), an intermittent glow discharge is seen. Region E represents the 

breakdown of the gap. Szklarczyk et al. suggest that at the breakdown point 

(D) the Fermi level of the electrons in the cathode is equal to the conduction 

band of the water. They also looked at gold (Au) and nickel (Ni) electrodes 

with the results shown in Figure 5. Comparing Figures 3 and 5 shows that 

Au performs much better than Cu, and Ni was the worst. 

Szklarczyk et al. also looked at coatings of paraffin and black wax on 

the anode. Figure 6 shows the results of the black wax coating on the 

electrode. The black wax showed the best overall performance with an EBD of 

about 60 kV/cm with a 0.5 mm thick film of black wax on a platinum 

electrode compared with only about 8 kV/cm without. No explanation was 
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the j-v curves obtained 
with different electrodes in pure water 17]. 
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Figure 5. The j-v dependence for Au and Ni electrodes for the 
same spacing between the cathode and the anode 17]. 
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Figure 6. The j-v dependence for a platinum electrode covered 
with (a) 0.1 mm and (b) 0.5 mm thick film of black 
wax 17]. 
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offered as to why the EBD'S were low compared to other field strengths seen in 

similar research. The electrodes consisted of a 100 |im diameter planar tip 

platinum anode and a 0.6 cm diameter platinum cathode. The wax was 

placed on the anode. The smaU size of the electrodes and gap may explain 

the low breakdown values. 

Fenneman [8] looked at the performance of copper (Cu), steel (SS), 

brass, and aluminum (AI) electrodes. Using J. C. Martin's relationship, 

Fenneman measured the value of M from Martin's equation (see Appendix A) 

M 
' max '' eff ~ A i / io ^n^ay^eff ~ . i/i n » \^) 

as a measure of the performance of the different electrodes where Emax was 

the maximum electric field in MV/cm, Xeff was the effective time in [is, A was 

the electrode area in cm^, and M was a value usuaUy between 0.3 and 0.6. 

Figure 7 shows the values of M over a sequence of 200 shots for each of the 

different electrode materials. Fenneman averaged each set of 20 shots 

(<M>2o) for the plot in Figure 7. The most significant result was the poor 

performance of Al to withstand repeated breakdowns. 

Gehman [9] examined various electrode materials and measured their 

action density (AD) which is a figure of merit defined as the energy density 

muItipUed by the effective time (xecf). Figure 8 shows the AD for Al, anodized 

Al, brass, and Cu. Of these four electrode types, the anodized Al had the best 

performance. Also shown in Figure 8 for the various electrode types are the 
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Figure 7. The value of <M>2o as a function of the shot sequence 
number [8]. 
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threshold breakdown strengths (V™) which were calculated by dividing the 

maximum voltage before the onset of breakdown by the electrode spacing. 

Figure 9 shows the AD for SS for various configurations of bead blasted and 

electropoUshed passivated electrodes. Passivation forms a contiguous layer 

of chromic oxide across the surface of the steel to prevent metal ions from 

contaminating the water. To do this, the electrodes were dipped into a 

solution of nitric acid and potassium dichromate which was heated to 43.3°C. 

If both electrodes had the same surface preparation, the data points are 

labeled either with "BB" or "EP" for bead blasted or electropoUshed 

passivated, respectively. For the trials run with a mix of surface treatment, 

the data points are labeled ''EP(+), BB(-)" for an electropoUshed passivated 

anode and a bead blasted cathode, and "BB(+), EP(-)" for a bead blasted 

anode and an electropoUshed passivated cathode. The electropoUshed SS 

had the best performance. Comparing Figure 9 with Figure 8, the SS had 

overaU better performance than the other materials. 

McLeod and Gehman [10] looked at several different types of SS and 

AI electrodes, and compared their voltage holdoff cap abUity. There were four 

SS electrodes: #304, #310, #316, #430, and four Al electrodes: #7075, #5083, 

#2024, #6061. The best performance was achieved with #430 SS and #6061 

AI which both showed an average breakdown strength of 170 kV/cm. By 

using mixed electrodes of #304 SS and #2024 AI, he showed that with +SS 
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and -Al, EBD was 145 kV/cm; with -SS and +A1, EBD was 100 kV/cm; but after 

the electrodes stayed in the water for 23 days, EBD was about the same for 

both polarities. The authors state the reason for this is "related to the 

theoretical modeling of the breakdown initiation process" (p. 59). 

Kuzhekin 111] looked at the effects that the polarity and the type of 

electrode had on voltage breakdown and the time to breakdown (x). He used 

a rod electrode 0.8 cm in diameter and a plane electrode which was SS, 25 cm 

in diameter. Kuzhekin demonstrated a polarity effect at 95 kV/cm using a 

+rod and -plane, i was 0.5 |j.s; with -rod and +plane, x was 20 |is; which 

increased x by a factor of 40. This shows the importance of the polarity of the 

machine if the electrodes are non-symmetrical. 

Buttram and O'MaUey [12] showed that the water temperature 

affected both the resistivity and the dielectric constant of the water. By 

purifying the water to its intrinsic resistivity level, p = 18 MQ-cm (room 

temperature), and then chilling the water to near freezing, T « 0°C, they 

could get the water up to its theoretical maximum resistivity of 80 MQ-cm. 

Using water at its maximum resistivity, they were able to get an 8r of 90 and 

Xeff of 6 4 0 IIS. 

Vorov'ev, Kapitonov, and Kruglyakov [13] used "diffusion" electrodes 

made up of cupric sulfate (CUSO4) adjacent to the upper electrode, which was 

the anode, and iron chloride (FeCla) adjacent to the lower electrode. The 

different solutions were used to keep the diffusion layer close to the surface 
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of the electrode by the difference in densities between the water and the two 

solutions. The electrodes were SS with 2 iim to 5 îm pores for introducing 

the solutions into the experimental chamber. They were able to show an 

increase in EBD from 0.3 MV/cm to 1.3 MV/cm by using the diffusion 

electrodes. This was for pulse lengths of less than 3 îs; above 3 ILLS, the 

diffusion electrodes did not perform as weU. 

Hasted [14] looked at much of the research done on the static dielectric 

constant (ss) of water and showed that there was a very compUcated 

relationship between water temperature and 8s. Figure 10 shows a 

comparison of findings by eight different sets of research. These were plots of 

the differences between Malmberg and Maryott's [15] equation for 8s which 

was given by 

log(£«^) = 1 9 4 4 0 4 - i ? ^ ^ ^ , (3) 

and the actual data. Figure 10 shows that there was a lot of variation 

between the different sets of data. 

Prebreakdown phenomena 

Many theories have been proposed in an attempt to describe what is 

occurring in the water during the breakdown. It is important to understand 

the phenomena that lead to the breakdown so that ways can be devised to 

delay or prevent the breakdown. Probably the most extensive investigation 
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of the prebreakdown phenomena has been conducted by the Academy of 

Sciences of the USSR, Scientific-Research Institute of Energetics, 

Novosibirsk, USSR. Their development and use of the electrooptical bridge 

made it possible to study the effects of a high voltage pulse on the water 

between the electrodes [15]. 

Yanshin, Ovchinnikov, and Vershinin [16] describe the primary 

mechanism of charge transport through the water gap as proton motion, 

simUar to "hole" motion in semiconductors. Figure 11 shows how this motion 

occurs. The water molecule (H2O) is pictured on the right as it wovild be 

oriented in an electric field LQ the direction shown on the top of the figure. 

On the left side of the figure, an H^ ion is shown combining with an H2O 

molecule to form a hydronium ion (H3OO. According to the authors, 

when a voltage is appUed across the discharge gap, electron 
vacancies appear on the anode with a surface charge density 
a = 8o8rE. The appearance of vacancies is accompanied by an 
adiabatic or nonadiabatic transition of electrons from nearby 
water molecules to these vacancies; hydronium ions form. The 
subsequent motion of charge carriers occurs by the mechanism 
described above, which converts electric-field energy into 
thermal energy, (pp. 1305-1306) 

This thermal energy causes the water to "boU" causing bubble formation. 

In a later article, Yanshin, Yanshin, and Korobeynikov [17] concluded 

that the bubble formation in the water was due to gas released from 

micropores on the electrode surface by a mechanism simUar to cavitation. 

They used the Kerr effect in nitrobenzene to study the 
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Figure 11. Proton mobility mechanism in water. 
(1) Displacement of a proton and (2) displacement 
of an electron [16]. 
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prebreakdown fields because of its high Kerr constants. A 50 kV to 150 kV 

pulse was appUed to the test gap that contained a 0.1 mm to 0.3 mm stainless 

steel electrode and a plane electrode. Field strengths in the gap were 

between 500 kV/cm and 1 MV/cm. They looked at the formation of space 

charges and bubbles in the electrode gap. Their conclusion based on the 

results of the experiment was that the bubbles appeared as a result of gases 

being released from micropores on the electrode surface due to Coulomb 

forces and electro-hydrodynamic (EHD) flow. 

Ovchinnikov, Yanshin, and Yanshin [18] were able to show through 

the use of the Kerr effect and a streak camera that there was not a space 

charge buUdup around the cathode even with fields up to 10 MV/cm. They 

interpret this to mean that the electron mobUity in the water is very low and 

that the electrons are bound to the water molecules even under high electric 

fields. The electron velocity in water was estimated to be less than 1.5 x 10^ 

cm/sec with a field of 10 MV/cm. This gives an electron mobUity of less than 

1.5 X 10~2 cm2/Vsec. This supports the contention by Yanshin et al. [16] that 

it is proton motion that carries the charges across the water gap. 

The development of a new technology that creates conductive layers in 

the Uquid near the electrode was recentiy claimed by E. V. Yanshin at the 

Pulsed Power Conference [19]. This technology supposedly buUds on the 

findings generated by the diffusion electrode experiments and provides a 

practical means of quadrupling the breakdown field strength. No 
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explanation was given as to what this new technology is and how it works. 

Whatever the conductive layer is made of, it does not diffuse into the water 

and can be used in any configuration since it is not dependent on gravity to 

hold it in place as was needed with the diffusion electrodes. 
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CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MODELS 

System description 

Overview 

Figure 12 shows a simple diagram of the components that make up the 

pulsed power system. It consists of a Marx bank, a coaxial Une, and the test 

chamber. The system also includes a control panel, power supply, screen 

room, and diagnostics. Each of these components wiU be described in detaU 

in the foUowing sections. 

Marx bank 

The Marx bank consisted of six MaxweU Model 31334 capacitors which 

were rated at 0.1 |iF, 100 kV, and 20 nH; these were later replaced with 

Model 31885 capacitors which were rated at the same capacitance but only 

75 kV and 40 nH. The total capacitance of the erected Marx bank was the 

series capacitance of the capacitors which would simply be 

C = ^ ^ ^ = 16.6 nF. (4) 

6 

The inductance of the bank was the series inductance of the capacitors and 

the inductance of the connections between the bank and the center coaxial 

Une. The inductance of the Marx bank connections was estimated by 
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Figure 12. High voltage breakdown in water system diagram, side view. 
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modeling them as a rectangle of rectangular wire. Terman [20] gives the 

foUowing equation for a rectangle that has sides that are Si by S2 and is 

made up of a rectangvdar bar that is b by c. 

L = 0.02339 {s, +sM-^\-s, \og{s, +g)-S, \og{s, +g) 
V b + c J 

S +S 
+ 0.0101^ 2 g - - 4 - ^ + 0.447(̂ > + c) //H, (5) 

where g is the diagonal distance in the rectangle formed by Si and S2. AU 

distances are in inches. For Si equal to 12 inches (30.48 cm); S2, 22 inches 

(55.88 cm); b, 1/16 inch (0.16 cm); and c, 1 inch (2.54 cm), the inductance of 

the Marx bank connectors is 1.185 |iH. The capacitors used were rated at 

20 nH each, so the total inductance would be 1.305 |iH. The impedance of the 

Marx bank would be 

Z = ^^ = 8.9 Q. (6) 

This produced a very low impedance Marx bank. 

The capacitors are charged to 66 kV to give an erected voltage of about 

400 kV. The capacitors are linked together with Physics International Model 

670 air pressure spark gaps which are rated at 100 kV at 415 kPa air 

pressure. The pressure in the spark gaps is set at about 345 kPa with the 

pressure in the last sparkgap set to 415 IdPa. This helps reduce the 

prebreakdown current in the coaxial Une. 
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The charging resistors are water resistors made from 1.9 cm diameter 

polyvinyl tubing with 1.9 cm copper end caps. Electrical connectors are 

soldered to the flat portion of the end caps. The tubing that makes up the 

body of the resistors is about 9 cm long and the end caps are forced into the 

end of the tubing. The resistors are fiUed with 0.008 grams/Uter of CuS04. 

The CuS04 is mixed with purified water in order to increase the resistivity of 

the mixture. 

The switches and resistors are attached to the capacitors by copper 

plates, the same as those described by Coulter [21]. These had to be modified 

when the new capacitors were used because the capacitor cases were wider 

and the mounting hardware would not aUow the switches to fit properly. The 

bank is assembled on a fiberglass frame and is made up of a row of three 

capacitors on the bottom of the frame and another row above them. Because 

of the size of the Marx tank, the Marx bank could not be assembled with six 

capacitors in one row. This configuration caused some erection problems and 

some changes had to be made to the Marx bank. 

If there is not enough stray capacitance around the Marx bank, then 

the bank wiU not erect properly. To estimate the stray capacitance, it is 

possible to treat the sides of the capacitor and the side of the Marx tank as a 

paraUel plate capacitor. The foUowing equation can be used to calcvQate the 

value of the capacitance around one of the Marx bank capacitors 
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C, = e^£^ 
"•\ -^2 - ^ ^ - ^ 4 (7) 

\d^ d^ d^ dj 

where A is the area of the side of the capacitor and d is the distance from the 

capacitor and the side of the Marx tank. To adjust for electric field fringes, 

one-fourth of the distance from the capacitor and the Mark tank is added to 

each dimension of the area term. For example, for Ai, the area would be 

f dAf. dA 

where w is the width of the capacitor and / is the length of the capacitor. For 

the capacitors used, w was 15.24 cm, / was 71.12 cm, and t (thickness) was 

6.35 cm. The distances from the capacitor to the surrounding structures were 

24.13 cm, 7.62 cm, 1.91 cm, and 15.24 cm for di, di, ds, and d^, respectively. 

Using these values gives a stray capacitance of about 150 pF. 

To increase the stray capacitance, ground planes were added above 

and below each row of capacitors. These consisted of 15 cm x 37 cm copper 

plates that are connected together by grounding straps and are insulated 

from the capacitors by 0.6 cm plastic sheets on the bottom row of capacitors 

and 1.2 cm plastic sheets on the top row of capacitors. The grounding plates 

on the top row were later removed because of arcing between the capacitors 

and the ground plates. The ground plates were added to increase the amount 

of stray capacitance the bank sees. For proper erection, the time it takes for 

the capacitor to discharge through the charging resistors must be longer than 
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the time it takes for the arc to form in the sparkgap [22]. This time is given 

by 

«*=^^C. , (9) 

where tdc is the discharge time, R is the resistance of the charging resistors, 

and Cs is the stray capacitance. The discharge time is one-half the RC time 

constant because there are two resistors in parallel with the capacitor when 

the Marx bank is erected. NormaUy, the sides of a Marx tank are close 

enough to the Marx bank to ensure sufficient stray capacitance but the way 

the bank was positioned in the tank, the capacitors were a considerable 

distance from the sides of the tank. Adding the grounding planes improved 

the performance of the Marx bank. Also, to ensure sufficient capacitance on 

the second stage, a booster capacitor was added to the ground side of the 

sparkgap switch. This consists of four 2700 pF, 40 kV, capacitors connected 

in series with 2 cm corona baUs. This gives a calculated capacitance of 

675 pF added to the second stage between the electrode and ground. This 

greatly improved the performance of the bank and when it was removed, 

because one of the 2700 pF capacitors broke, the Marx bank started having 

erection problems again. Putting the booster capacitor back on solved the 

problem. The bank was fired over 500 times in this configuration before it 

was removed for maintenance. 
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Another addition to the Marx bank was a sparkgap trigger. This is 

used to trigger the first switch of the bank. Several attempts at a trigger 

generator were made before a successful design was found. Because of 

grounding problems, which burned up the first two triggers, an air pressure 

controUed switch was opted for. This consists of a BIMBA Model 041-D air 

pressure cyUnder connected to a Ross Engineering HV Relay Model E-DTA-

30-2, 7.6 cm, high-voltage switch. Figure 13 shows the connections for the 

air Unes. The electric solenoid was removed from the HV switch and the 

BIMBA air pressure cyUnder was attached to the end of the fiberglass rod. 

The switch was placed into a Lexan cyUnder 46 cm long with 1.3 cm 

Lexan end plates. The connections to the air valve and the HV switch are 

made through the top end plate. The whole assembly is pressured with 

140 kPa of air to prevent breakdown between the ends of the switch during 

charging; the air pressure is controUed by a C. A. Norgren Co., R07-200-

RNKA pressure regulator. Figure 14 shows the electrical connections to the 

HV switch. In the open position, the trigger capacitors, which are two 

MaxweU Model 31247, 0.02 piF, 50 kV capacitors connected in series, are 

charged by the main power supply. When the switch is closed, the connection 

between the capacitors and the trigger pin in the first sparkgap switch is 

closed. This provides 66 kV between the end of the trigger point and the 

ground electrode in the first switch. The trigger point is approximately 

0.6 cm from the edge of the electrode which gives it a 110 kV/cm field 
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between the two points which is more than enough field strength to initiate a 

breakdown in the sparkgap switch. 

The air pressure for the air cyUnder comes from the same Une as that 

used in the spark gaps. This is typicaUy at 550 kPa and is routed to and 

from the trigger switch through ASCO 104R General Purpose Valves. There 

was a 50 ms time delay measured between the signal from the firing switch 

to the actual closing of the trigger switch, so that signal could not be used to 

initiate the trace on the oscUloscope. 

Coaxial line 

The coaxial Une consists of an aluminum outer electrode which has an 

inside diameter of 16.4 cm and a stainless steel center electrode which is 

2.3 cm in diameter. The distance from the Marx tank to the test chamber is 

208 cm. The coaxial Une is fiUed with transformer oU which is circulated 

continuously through the coaxial Une and the Marx tank. A water-lock filter 

is used to remove any moisture that was present in the oU and also removed 

any contaminants, including carbonization caused by occasional arcs in the 

Marx tank usuaUy seen around the booster capacitor and the bottom of the 

tank. 

The capacitance and inductance of the Une is needed in order to 

calculate the impedance of the coaxial Une. The capacitance of the coaxial 

Une is given by the equation 
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^ = ̂ ^ = 130pF, (10) 

\aJ 

where 8r is equal to 2.2 for transformer oU, 80 is the permittivity of free space, 

a is the radius of the inner conductor, b is the inner radius of the outer 

conductor, and / is the length of the coaxial Une. The inductance is given by 

the equation 

L=^^-\n - =817 nH, (11) 

where |j,o is the permeabiUty of free space. Then the impedance of the coaxial 

Une is 

Z = ]^ = 79 Q. (12) 
VC 

We also needed to know the one-way transit time in the coaxial Une. This 

can be calculated by 

t = -^^-^ = 10.3 ns, (13) 

c 

where c is the speed of Ught in free space. This gives us an estimate of the 

delay between the erection of the Marx bank and the voltage at the D-Dot 

probe located at the end of the coaxial Une. 

Previous work by Coulter looked at ways to increase the operating 

voltage of the system but these were not successful. The Umiting factor on 
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the maximum voltage of the system was the coaxial line. The maximum 

voltage of a coaxial line is given by the equation [23] 

^max = ^^max l n | ^ - j > ( 1 4 ) 

where a is the radius of the inner conductor, and b is the radius of the outer 

conductor. For the values Usted above with Emax of 200 kV/cm (nominal value 

for transformer oU), then Vmax = 450 kV. In order to prevent a breakdown in 

the coaxial Une, the Marx bank was charged to 66 kV in order to have an 

erected voltage of about 400 kV. 

Experimental Chamber 

The test chamber is a cyUnder with a 48 cm inside diameter and 43 cm 

in length. The end plates were made from 5 cm thick Lexan. There are six 

ports evenly spaced around the chamber. The tank is fiUed with deionized 

water which is continuously circulated through two deionizing bottles at 

about 3.8 Z/min. This provides water with a resistivity of over 10 MQ-cm 

measured with a Myron L Series 570 Resistivity Meter. The circulation 

clears away any contaminants from the test chamber. The water was 

initiaUy filtered through two U. S. FUter, poly string wound, 5 |im cartridge 

filters and put into a storage tank before pumping it through the deionizer 

bottles and into the test chamber. This method removes only particulate 

matter from the water, not organic contaminants such as solvents. Air 
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bubbles are removed from the water by the difference in pressure between 

the experimental chamber and the storage tank due to the weight of the 

water; this is not the same as deaeration. 

As with the coaxial Une, the impedance of the experimental chamber is 

calculated by treating the chamber as a coaxial Une. The capacitance is 

given by the equation 

C = ^ ^ ^ = 630pF, (15) 
In — 

\aJ 

where 8r is equal to 80 for the water, 80 is the permittivity of free space, a is 

the radius of the inner conductor, b is the radius of the outer conductor, and / 

is the length of the water chamber. The inductance is given by the equation 

L = ^ - l n ( - U 2 6 1 nH, (16) 
IK \aJ 

where |j.o is the permeability of free space. Then the impedance of the coaxial 

Une is 

Z = ^^=20n. (17) 

The one-way transit time to the center of the water gap (Z/2) is calculated to 

be 

I IT 
t = ̂ ^^^ = 6.4 ns, (18) 
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where c is the speed of Ught in free space. This is also the transit time from 

the gap to the load resistor since the gap is centered in the chamber. 

The electrodes in the experimental chamber consist of two copper-

tungsten rods 2.3 cm in diameter with a 7.6 cm radius of curvature on the 

electrode surface. The edge of the electrode surface is rounded to reduce field 

enhancements. For most of the data coUected, the gap was set at 1.27 cm. 

The average breakdown strength of water is typicaUy given to be 200 kV/cm, 

so, with a 1.27 cm spacing, the gap should break down at approximately 

250 kV. With the Marx bank deUvering a 400 kV pulse, there should be 

sufficient over-voltage to ensure gap breakdown regardless of the treatment 

given to the water. 

Load resistor 

The load resistor was buUt by Coulter [21] and provided both matching 

and damping of the voltage at the end of the experimental chamber. It 

consists of two water resistors, 14 cm in diameter and 36 cm in length, 

connected together at the inner conductor extending from the end of the 

experimental chamber and connected to two of the return paths around the 

experimental chamber. 
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D-Dot probe 

The design of the D-Dot probe is given in Appendix B and wiU not be 

covered here. The use of a D-Dot probe for the Water Breakdown System 

was recommended by both Mr. Van Kenyon [24] from the Naval Surface 

Warfare Center and Mr. Richard MUIer [25] from MaxweU Laboratories. The 

design resulted from a paper provided by Mr. MiUer which is referenced in 

the probe model section later in the chapter. 

There were several attempts made to caUbrate the probe without any 

success. The initial attempt used a Mercury Relay Pulse Generator Model L4 

Une pulser with a 1.6 kV, 200 ns, pulse. This was not sufficient voltage to 

measure an integrated signal at the oscUloscope because of the voltage drop 

across the probe and across the integrator. By using a high voltage power 

supply and a mechanical switch, it was determined that in order to caUbrate 

the probe, a 10 kV pulse was needed. The equipment needed to generate a 

test signal with a fast rise time and with a short pulse duration, and the 

equipment needed to make a direct measurement was not available. To get 

around this, the experiments were designed to look at changes in the voltage 

pulse rather than being concerned about the actual value of the voltage seen 

across the gap. 
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Cable 

The probe is connected to the screen room with LDF 2-50 semi-rigid 

coaxial cable, commonly referred to as "foam" cable. Initial measurements 

made with the Tektronix 7104 oscUloscope were plagued by noise. This 

resulted in a lot of back-writing on the oscilloscope trace which was due to 

changes in the oscUIoscope's ground level. Considerable time was spent 

trying to eUminate ground loops between the experiment and the screen 

room. At one point, the main power to the screen room was disconnected and 

a 12 V battery and a power inverter was used to run the oscUloscope. 

To completely eUminate the noise problem, the coaxial cable had to be 

covered with three layers of Olympic tinned copper flat braid, 2.54 cm wide 

(AlUed #876-4169), along with 7.3 meters of 3.8 cm outside diameter soUd 

conduit added from the probe towards the screen room. The soUd conduit 

accounted for about 80% of the total cable length between the experiment 

and the screen room. In order to ensure there was no noise on the coaxial 

Une when the machine was fired, the Une was terminated at the probe end 

with a 50 Q terminator and the outer shield was connected to the outer sheU 

of the probe with aluminum tape. The machine was fired with the 

osciUoscope at its lowest input amplifier level (5 mV/div). The copper braid 

and the soUd conduit was added to the coaxial cable untU the machine could 

be fired without triggering the oscilloscope. The Une was then connected to 

the probe, and the tinned copper braid and the soUd conduit were connected 
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to the outer sheU of the probe with several layers of aluminum tape. This 

was also done to the connection at the screen room waU. Through trial and 

error, it was determined that the cable from the osciUoscope to the connection 

on the inside of the screen room needed to be as short as possible. This 

completely eUminated the noise seen on the oscilloscope trace. 

Power supply 

The power supply for the Marx bank consists of a Beta Electric Corp. 

Model MP-120-50R, 120 kV, DC Power Supply connected to a Universal 

Voltronics Corporation High Voltage D. C. Power Supply transformer rated 

at 160 kV, 5.5 mA. This is set so that the Marx bank is charged with a 

2.5 mA constant current up to 66 kV. The transformer is attached to the 

Marx bank with an RG-19 coaxial cable with the outer braid cut back about 

30 cm from both ends and aUowed to "float" electrically. The ground between 

the power supply and the Marx bank is through a single point (MECCA) 

ground connection. 

Control panel 

The control panel for the system was assembled by Coulter [21]. It 

provides control for the air pressure in the sparkgap switches, dump switch, 

warning buzzer and Ught, and circulation pumps for both the oU and water. 

Control for the air pressure switch for triggering the Marx bank was added 
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later. Figure 15 shows the electrical connections for the trigger switch. The 

electrical control of the trigger switch consists of a main power switch, a 

keyed HV switch to prevent firing the machine if the key is removed, and a 

double-throw switch for firing and resetting the trigger switch. 

Diagnostics 

InitiaUy, diagnostics for the Water Breakdown System consisted of two 

Tektronix 7104 oscUloscopes using either a 7A29 plug-in (50 Q input, 1 GHz 

BW) or a 7A16A plug-in (1 MQ, 200 MHz BW) vertical ampUfier, and a 7B15 

or 7B10 horizontal time base. The 7A16A was used with the analog 

integrator. InitiaUy, a Polaroid C-53 camera was used to capture the 

waveforms on Polaroid 667 film. This was later replaced with a Tektronix 

C1002R digital camera which was connected to a Tektronix DXOl video board 

instaUed in a COMPAQ 386/20 computer. Images from the digital camera 

were converted into waveforms with the Tektronix DCSOlGPH version 3.05 

software and stored on the COMPAQ computer. 

AU of the signals were saved in the raw video format. These were then 

loaded into the DCSOlGPH program and saved as a binary waveform file, 

and then printed out. For data analysis, the waveform file had to be 

converted to ASCII file format. To do this, the file was loaded into 

DCSOlGPH and saved as an ASCII file through the Save FUe function. 

Several files could be saved this way at one time, usuaUy a complete set of 
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signals were saved as a group with a unique filename prefix -- fijst four 

characters of the filename. The software then saved the group of files adding 

the corresponding letter of the alphabet of the waveform to the fifth character 

of the filename and the video port number as the last three characters. This 

gave us an eight character filename. 

We would then exit the software to DOS. Using the rename command 

(ren), the video port number could be stripped off of the filename. For 

example, entering the foUowing at the DOS prompt 

"ren file?258.asc file?.asc" 

would get rid of the video port number. In order to import the file into 

MATLAB for analysis, the text header had to be stripped from each of the 

files. This was accompUshed by using a program caUed STRIPASC.COM 

which is described in Appendix D. This would take out aU the text that 

DCSOlGPH put at the beginning of the file and then check to see if there 

were 512 data points in the file. For some reason, some of the ASCII files 

would have an extra character added at the end of the file which would look 

Uke an extra data point to the MATLAB program. To do more than one file, 

the foUowing DOS command 

"for %a in (*.asc) do stripasc %a" 

would run the STRIPASC.COM program for each file. 

One problem encountered with the Tektronix DXOl video board and 

the DCSOlGPH software was the inability of the program to foUow fast 
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changing signals. The waveform that was generated tended to have the 

signal peaks rounded off. This caused us to lose the high frequency 

components of the waveforms. This was particularly prevalent when the D-

Dot signal was measured without an integrator. Adjusting the intensity of 

the trace and the threshold level did not improve the waveform generated by 

the software. It seemed to be an inherent problem with the program. 

The Tektronix 7104s have been replaced by Tektronix SCD-5000 

digitizers. These are on loan from the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA). 

These provide 4.5 GHz bandwidth input with 1024 points over the signal's 

time-width. The high bandwidth made it possible to measure the D-Dot 

signal directly and integrate it digitally. The high frequency components of 

the signal is preserved. The digitizers were controUed through the computer 

with the Data Acquisition, Archival, Analysis, and Instrument Control 

(DA^C) System software provided by DNA which was prepared by Voss 

Scientffic, Inc. 

Models 

System model 

Figure 16 shows the PSPICE model used for the Water Breakdown 

system. The Marx bank was modeled as a single 16.6 nF capacitor (Ci) with 

an initial charge of 400 kV and a 1.305 ^H (Li) inductor between the Marx 
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bank and the rest of the circuit. This inductance was the rated inductance of 

the capacitors specffied by the manufacturer (120 nH) plus the estimated 

inductance of the Marx bank connections (1.185 |iH). The coaxial line was 

modeled as a lumped parameter transmission Une with a total inductance of 

817 nH and a capacitance of 130 pF (L2 = U = 408.5 nH, C2 = 130 pF). These 

values were the calculated values using Eqs. (10) and (11). The water 

chamber was modeled as two transmission Unes, one before the gap and one 

after the gap (L4 = L5 = Le = L? = 65.25 nH, C3 = C4 = 315 pF). The water gap 

was modeled as a voltage controUed switch (Si) with the controlling voltage 

the voltage seen across the switch. The damping resistor (Ri) was modeled as 

a simple 80 Q resistor. 

Figure 17 shows the output measured at the point where the D-Dot 

probe would be located. The waveform was simUar to the actual waveform 

seen with the D-Dot probe. 

To get an idea of what the rise time of the system would be, the ringing 

frequency was needed. This was done by modeUng the system as a CLC 

circuit. The first capacitor was the total capacitance of the erected Marx 

bank which was calciUated to be 16.7 nF. The second capacitor was the 

calculated capacitance of the coaxial Une which was calculated to be 130 pF. 

The inductor is the sum of the bank inductance and the coaxial inductance. 

The bank inductance was 1.305 |iH and the coaxial inductance was 
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calculated to be 817 nH for a total of 2.122 |iH. Solving the CLC circuit for 

the voltage across the second capacitor gives the equation 

V^,=^{\-cos(ot), (19) 
Q)L 

with 

(D = J — 
f ^ ^\ 1 1 

+ 
V< C, Cj 

(20) 

Dividing Eq. (20) on both sides by 2n gives us the ringing frequency equation 

f - ^ l ^ ' ^ " 
2;r U L V' 

1 1 
+ 

Ci C^J 

(21) 

For the values Usted above, the ringing frequency is 9.6 MHz. If a sinusoidal 

shaped pulse is assumed, the risetime (tr) for a sinusoid can be calculated by 

C=^[s in ' ( . 9 ) - s in - ' ( . l ) ] , (22) 

which simplifies to 

016227 
tr = ^ . (23) 

For a frequency of 9.6 MHz, tr would be 16.9 ns. This gave us an idea of the 

signal that the system would be capable of producing. To compare this to an 

actual system, a sine wave was produced and then overlaid on an actual 

signal from the Water Breakdown System. Figure 18 shows how the initial 

portion of the actual signal (soUd Une) and a 5 MHz sine wave have the same 

rise time. After the initial rise in voltage, the capacitances and inductances 
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Figure 18. Comparison of an actual signal with a 5 MHz sine wave. 
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in the rest of the system begin to affect the waveform. A 5 MHz sine wave 

has a risetime of about 33 ns. This is a factor of about two greater than what 

the CLC model gives for the risetime. This woiUd require a factor of about 

four increase in the combination of the inductance and capacitance of the 

Mark bank and the coaxial Une. The total inductance of the Marx bank 

would be expected to be more than the rated inductance of just the individual 

capacitors and the loop inductance approximation calciUated earUer due to 

the inductance of the Mairx bank connections and the inductances of the 

individual spark gap switches. 

Probe model 

The model used for the D-Dot probe was described by Wilkinson [26]. 

Figure 19 shows a graphic representation of the probe as it would look 

connected to the system. The probe was modeled as a capacitive divider with 

the two capacitances, Ci and C2, connected to an RC integrator as shown in 

Figure 19. The first capacitor was the capacitance between the face of the 

center section of the probe and the inner conductor of the coaxial Une. This 

value was estimated by assuming a flat plate capacitor with the surface area 

equal to the cross sectional area of the probe's center section. The second 

capacitor of the capacitive divider was the capacitance between the side of 

the probe's center section and the outer sheU of the probe body. This value 
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was estimated by assuming a coaxial capacitor. 

The probe was connected to a 50 Q cable and terminated into a 50 Q 

resistor either at the oscUloscope or the integrator. The integrator was 

modeled as a simple RC circuit. In practice, simple resistors and capacitors 

could not be used because of the high frequency components of the signal 

from the probe. The signal had to be integrated digitaUy or through the use 

of a special high-bandwidth integrator. 

Figure 20 shows the circuit model used for the derivation and 

simulation of the probe. Appendix B contains the mathematical derivation 

and wiU not be repeated here. For simulation, the foUowing values were 

used: Ci = 0.65 pF, C2 = 32.5 pF, C3 = 1.66 nF, R = 50 Q, and Ri = 1.21 kQ. 

Figure 21 shows the output of the probe model using PSPICE. Actual 

measurement of C2 was done with the Tektronix Type 130 LC meter and was 

found to be 67 pF. This was over twice what was expected and was due to 

not including the capacitance at the connector end of the probe. The PSPICE 

simulation was run again to see what effect the increase in C2 would have on 

the output of the probe. Figure 22 shows the output of the probe with C2 

equal to 32.5 pF (calculated value), soUd Une, and then equal to 67 pF 

(measured), dotted line, to the same 400 kV square input (soUd Une) in 

Figure 21. As can be seen, there was Uttle effect on the output signal. 
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CHAPTER W 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA 

Experimental design 

Magnetic fields 

Several experiments were planned using magnets in the electrodes to 

look at possible effects of magnetic fields on the breakdown process. The 

magnets used were Cookson neodjonium iron boron (NdFeB) disc magnets, 

35NERR32, which were 1.27 cm in diameter and 4.7 cm in length. The field 

strength of the magnets was measured with a F. W. BeU Model 4048 Gauss 

Meter with a T-4048-001 Cal 1735 Transverse Probe. On the end of the 

magnet along the center Une and near the surface, the magnetic field 

measured 0.2 T. When one of the magnets was placed in the Copper-

Tungsten (CuW) electrode, the field measured at the surface of the electrode 

was about 15 mT. 

The first experiment looked at using a single magnet in either the 

anode or the cathode. The polarity of the magnetic field was also 

investigated in this experimental series. The second experiment investigated 

the use of magnets in both the anode and cathode, and with the fields 

opposing or aUgning. 

The first series of trials investigated the magnet in the cathode. The 

procedure was to run five baseUne shots, five shots with the magnetic North 
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Pole pointing into the gap, and five shots with the magnetic South Pole 

pointing into the gap. The procedure was repeated for a total of thirty shots. 

NormaUy, when using statistics, the experiment is designed so that 

the data are coUected in random order. However, because of the nature of 

pulsed power research and the difficulty in completely randomizing the 

shots, the shots were planned to help eliminate possible series effects. Many 

shots were fired on the system before the experiments were started to ensure 

that the system was reUable and series of shots were fired periodicaUy 

between experiments to guarantee that any effects seen in the experimental 

trials were due to the experimental process and not a change in the pulsed 

power system. Analysis of Variances (ANOVA's) were calculated to find 

statisticaUy significant effects. This procedure is described in Bruning and 

Kintz [27] and was programmed to run in MATLAB (see Appendix C). The 

results of the ANOVA's were then looked up in an F distribution table and a 

result was considered significant if its probabUity level (a) value was less 

than 0.050. At a < 0.050, there is more than a 95% certainty that something 

StatisticaUy significant has occurred in the data. If the ANOVA was found to 

be significant, a t-test for a difference between two independent means was 

run between each of the three groups: Baseline versus North Pole, Baseline 

versus South Pole, and North Pole versus South Pole. The results of the 

^test were looked up in the t statistic table and again, a result was 

considered significant if a < 0.050. 
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Several parameters were analyzed for each of the data groups. The 

maximum voltage (Vmax), the effective time (xes) which is defined as the time 

that the voltage is above 63% of Vmax, the faU-time, and the faU-rate, which is 

the change of voltage divided by the faU-time, were investigated. ANOVA's 

and, ff significant, ^tests were calciUated for each of these parameters. 

The next series of thirty shots were run in the same fashion except 

with the magnet in the anode. The polarity of the charging system was 

reversed so that the anode was on the electrode that extended from the end of 

the experimental chamber. This made the data coUection much easier 

because the experimental chamber did not have to be opened between data 

series to insert the magnet into the electrode. Changing the polarity seemed 

to have an adverse effect on the capacitors in the Marx Bank and caused 

several to self-destruct when the bank was fired. For this reason, a complete 

ANOVA was not run on the combined data with the magnet in the cathode 

and the magnet in the anode. 

An ANOVA's was calculated for the thirty shots and ^tests were run 

on the three data groups for the same parameters Usted above: Baseline 

versus North Pole, BaseUne versus South Pole, and North Pole versus South 

Pole, and again, a resiUt was considered significant if a < 0.050. 

The last series of magnet tests looked at the effects of using a magnet 

in each of the electrodes. For this series, five baseline shots were fired then a 

magnet was placed in each electrode. InitiaUy, the North Pole of each 
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magnet was pointing towards the gap; this was labeled Opposing Fields. 

Five shots were fired in this configuration then the magnet in the anode was 

reversed so that the South Pole was pointing towards the gap; this was 

labeled AUgning Fields. The sequence was repeated for a total often shots in 

each data set: Baseline, Opposing Fields, and AUgning Fields. ANOVA's 

and, ff significant, ^tests were run in the same fashion as described above. 

Sulfur hexafluoride 

SFe is used in many pulsed power appUcations because of its electo-

negativity. This is used a lot in spark gap switches to increase the voltage 

holdoff of the switch. For this reason, the effect of adding SFe to the water 

was looked at. Ten shots were fired for a baseUne, then the gas was added at 

the suction side of the water pump. The pressure on the gas Une was 

increased untU SFe bubbles were seen coming out of the drain Une at the 

bottom of the experimental chamber. This was aUowed to go on untU there 

was about 2 cm of water displaced at the top of the experimental chamber. 

The gas pressure was then reduced untU the water started circulating 

through the chamber again. Ten shots were planned but the loss of several 

Marx Bank capacitors made it possible to coUect only four shots. The ^tests 

were calculated on the two data groups for the same parameters Usted above 

with the results looked up in the t statistic table. A result was considered 

sigmficant ff a < 0.050. 
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Two more series of experiments were run using SFe. The second series 

was run the same as the first series. It consisted of ten baseUne shots and 

ten SFe shots. The same ^tests were calculated for the second series of shots 

as were done on the first series. For the third experiment, the gas connection 

was moved to the top of the experimental chamber. The chamber was 

initiaUy fiUed with water for the baseUne shots, then the gas was added untU 

it forced about 5 cm of water from the top of the chamber. The water was 

aUowed to circulate through the gas layer to help draw gas bubbles into the 

water in the chamber. The de-ionizing bottles were bypassed so that the SFe 

would not be absorbed into the resin in the bottles. The water circulated for 

two hours and a series of ten shots were run. The system was left circulating 

for over 24 hours then the final ten shots were fired. ANOVA's were 

calculated for the same parameters as the first series. 

Hydrochloric acid 

Hydrochloric acid (HCI) was used by Ovchinnikov and Yanshin [15] to 

decrease the conductivity of the water in their prebreakdown research. Since 

they were doing prebreakdown research, they did not measure the 

breakdown voltages. It was decided to see ff there would be any effect on 

Vmax, Xeff, faU-time, and faU-rate ff HCl was added to the water. Several shots 

were measured using different concentrations of HCl. Concentrations of 

2.0x10-^ molar (M) and 10.0x10-^ M were looked at. The HCl was added to 
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the water and aUowed to circulate only in the experimental chamber for an 

hour. Several shots were fired, then the water was drained from the 

experimental chamber. The water Unes and chamber were flushed with 

water to ensure there was no contamination of the de-ionization bottles. 

A second experiment was run using five different concentrations of 

HCI: 0.1x10-4 M, 0.5 xlO-4 M, 1.0 xlO-4 M, 5.0 xlO-4 M, and 10.0 xlO-4 M. 

Three shots were fired at each of the five concentration levels plus three 

baseUne shots. ANOVA's were calculated on the five data groups and the 

baseUne date for the same parameters Usted above with the results looked up 

in the F statistic table. A result was considered signfficant ff a < 0.050. If 

the ANOVA was signfficant for a particular parameter, a series of ^tests 

were calculated to see ff there were any significant differences between the 

baseUne and the five data groups. A result was considered signfficant ff 

a < 0.05. 

Polymer coatings 

Two different polymer coatings were tried to see ff they would have 

any effect on the voltage holdoff in the water gap. A thin layer of either 

poly(ethersuffone) (PES) or polycarbonate (PC) was air brushed onto 

stainless steel electrodes and then aUowed to cure for at least 24 hours. A 

series of 15 shots with stainless steel electrodes was used for a baseUne for 

comparison to the shots with the polymer coating. There were four sets of 
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electrodes with each one of the two polymers so that the foUowing 

combinations could be tried: PES on both electrodes, PC on both electrodes, 

PES on the anode and PC on the cathode, and PC on the anode and PES on 

the cathode. Statistical analysis consisted of calculating a t-test for the leflF, 

Vmax, faU-time, and faU-rate of the experimental values with the baseline. A 

test was considered signfficant ff a < 0.05. 

Black wax 

Stainless steel electrodes were coated with an about 1.25 mm thick 

coating of Apiezon-W black wax. The coating was aUowed to harden for at 

least 24 hours before being used. Ten sets of electrodes were prepared and 

used for this experiment. The experimental chamber was drained after each 

shot. A ^test for the difference between two means was calculated for each of 

the four parameters: Zes, Vmax, faJl-time, and faU-rate. A test was considered 

signfficant ff a < 0.05. 

Anodized aluminum 

The last experiment consisted of two sets of aluminum electrodes made 

from #6061 aluminum and anodized in order to harden the surface of the 

electrodes. They were anodized by placing in a tank with a 20% 

concentration of sulfuric acid and the voltage was adjusted so that 20 amps 

went through the electrodes for 25 minutes. This experiment was planned to 
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see ff the results here would be simUar to Gehman et al. [9]. Eight baseUne 

shots were used for comparison to two shots with the anodized surfaces. The 

same four parameters measured in the previous experiments (leff, Vmax, faU-

time, and faU-rate) were used here and the results were analyzed with ^tests 

between independent means. A result was considered signfficant ff a < 0.05. 

Data 

The data for each experiment wiU be presented in graphic form. Each 

set of data wiU consist of a graph of the averaged signals to show the 

differences between the baseline and experimental groups. Each individual 

signal was adjusted to compensate for the starting point of the signal by 

adding a least-squared routine to the MATLAB data extraction program. 

After the individual signals were adjusted, each of the 512 data points were 

averaged to give the waveform for the graphs. 

Four parameters were looked at for comparison between the 

experimental groups. These were Xeff, Vmax, faU-time, and faU-rate. The rise-

time was not used because there seemed to be very Uttle difference in the 

rise-time from one shot to another and was probably governed by the system 

rather than the closing of the water gap. The results of the four parameters 

are also presented in graphical form with the mean data points connected by 

a single Une and the ± 1 standard deviation bars drawn above and below the 

mean points. 
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Magnetic fields 

Figure 23 shows the average waveforms for the magnet in the anode. 

The three curves represent the average values for the baseUne signals, the 

signals generated with the North Pole of the magnet facing towards the gap, 

and the signals generated with the South Pole of the magnet facing towards 

the gap. The values of lefffor each of the three groups are shown in Figure 

24; Vmax, Figure 25; faU-time, Figure 26; andfaU-rate, Figure 27. 

The next experimental set consisted of baseUne shots and shots with 

the magnet placed in the cathode. Again there were three sets of signals, 

baseUne, North Pole in, and South Pole in. The averaged waveforms are 

show in Figure 28; values of Xefif, Figure 29; Vmax, Figure 30; faU-time, Figure 

31; andfaU-rate, Figure 32. 

Two magnets were used in the last experimental series. The three sets 

of signals consisted of the baseUne, aUgning fields, and opposing fields. The 

averaged waveforms are show in Figure 33; values of Xeff, Figure 34; Vmax, 

Figure 35; faU-time, Figure 36; and faU-rate, Figure 37. 

Suffur hexafluoride 

Figure 38 shows the averaged waveforms for the first series of SFe 

experiments. The values of Xeff for the two groups are shown in Figure 39; 

Vmax, Figure 40; faU-time, Figure 41; and faU-rate, Figure 42. The second 
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Figure 23. Average waveforms for the magnet in the anode. 
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Figure 27. FaU-rate with a magnet in anode. 
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Figure 28. Average waveforms for the magnet in the cathode. 
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Figure 29. Effective time (xeff) with a magnet in the cathode. 
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Figure 30. Maximum voltage (Vmax) with a magnet in the cathode. 
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Figure 31. FaU-time with a magnet in the cathode. 
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Figure 32. FaU-rate with a magnet in the cathode. 
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Figure 33. Average waveforms with magnets in the anode and cathode. 
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Figure 34. Effective time (xeff) with magnets in anode and cathode. 
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Figure 35. Maximum voltage (Vmax) with magnets in the anode and 
cathode. 
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Figure 36. FaU-time with magnets in the anode and cathode. 
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Figure 37. FaU-rate with magnets in the anode and cathode. 
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Figure 38. Average waveforms with SFe added to the water (first series). 
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Figure 39. Effective time (xeff) with SFe added (first series). 
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Figure 40. Maximum voltage (Vmax) with SFe added (first series). 
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Figure 41. FaU-time with SFe added (first series). 
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Figure 42. FaU-rate with SFe added (first series). 
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series was a repeat of the first series with the averaged waveforms in Figure 

43; values of Xeff, Figure 44; Vmax, Figure 45; faU-time, Figure 46; and faU-

rate, Figure 47. To show the effect the addition of the gas had on the 

individual waveforms, Figures 48 and 49 contain aU twenty of the signals. 

The variation in the time-width of the signal can be seen by comparing the 

baseline signals in Figure 48 and the experimental signals in Figure 49. 

An analog integrator was used on the last experiment using the SFe 

and accounts for the difference in the appearance of the waveforms and the 

absolute values of the signal parameters. Figure 50 shows the average 

waveforms of the three data groups: baseUne, SFe (2 hours), and SFe (24 

hours). The values of Xefffor the two groups are shown in Figure 51; Vmax, 

Figure 52; faU-time, Figure 53; andfaU-rate, Figure 54. 

Hydrochloric acid 

Figure 55 shows the waveforms for several shots fired using two levels 

of HCl. The baseline signal and the lOxlO-^ M HCl signal was captured with 

a 200 ns time window. The 2x10-4 M H C I signal was captured using a 500 ns 

time window. The first two signals were adjusted to fit on the 500 ns graph 

and accounts for the truncated appearance of the 10x10-4 M signal. Graphs 

for the four parameters used in the other experimental sets were not 

generated for this first set of signals. An ANOVA was not calculated for this 
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Figure 43. Average waveforms with SFe added to the water (second series). 
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Figure 44. Effective time (xeff) with SFe added (second series). 
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Figure 45. Maximum voltage (Vmax) with SFe added (second series). 
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Figure 46. FaU-time with SFe added (second series). 
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Figure 47. FaU-rate with SFe added (second series). 
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Figure 49. The ten waveforms with SFe added to the water (second series). 
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Figure 51. Effective time (xeflf) with SFe added (third series). 
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Figure 52. Maximum voltage (Vmax) with SFe added (third series). 
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Figure 53. FaU-time with SFe added (third series). 
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Figure 54. FaU-rate with SFe added (third series). 
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Figure 55. Waveforms for various amounts of HCI added to the water. 
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data because of the different time windows used and was used to plan the 

second experiment. The analog integrator was not used for this series. 

For the second HCI experiment, five different levels of HCI were used 

along with the baseUne. Figure 56 shows the averaged waveforms for the 

baseUne, 0.1x10-4 M, 0.5x10-4 M, 1.0x10-4 M, 5.0x10-4 M, and 10.0x10-4 M. 

The same parameters were looked at as in the previous experiments: Xeff, 

Vmax, faU-time, and faU-rate. Figures 57 through 60 show the mean values 

and the standard deviation for each of these parameters. 

Polymer coatings 

Figure 61 shows the waveforms for the shots fired using the different 

sets of polymer coatings. Figures 62 through 65 show the mean value and 

the standard deviation for the baseUne and the value from the one shot of 

each of the different sets of polymer coatings. Since there was only one shot 

fired with each of the four combinations of the two polymer coatings, the 

standard deviation could not be calculated. 

Three things are signfficant about the series of shots with the polymer 

coatings. The first is the data was coUected using the new Tektronix 

SCD5000 digitizers, the second is the use of stainless steel electrodes, and 

the third is the second voltage 'Tiump" seen on the baseUne shots. On some 

of the previous shots, there would be a smaU rise in the voltage after the 
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Figure 64. FaU-time with polymer coatings on the electrodes. 
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Figure 65. FaU-rate with pol5nner coatings on the electrodes. 
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voltage dropped from its maximum but it was usuaUy insignfficant when 

compared to the main voltage pulse. This second voltage "hump" is seen in 

Figure 61 (soUd Une) and appears to be a reflection of the initial voltage 

pulse. Any type of coating on the electrodes would cause the reflection to 

disappear. Several attempts were made to recreate this phenomena with the 

PSPICE model but proved to be unsuccessful. Also, when the copper 

tungsten electrodes were put back in the test chamber, the reflection 

disappeared again. The reflection seems to be caused by the use of the 

stainless steel electrodes but it is not clear why the type of electrode alone 

would cause such an effect. 

Black wax 

Figure 66 shows the average waveforms for the ten baseUne shots and 

the ten shots fired with black wax on both electrodes. Figures 67 through 70 

show the mean values and the standard deviations for the baseUne signals 

and the signals with the black wax on the electrodes for each of the four 

parameters: Xeff, Vmax, faU-time, andfaU-rate. 

Anodized aluminum 

Figure 71 shows the average waveforms for the eight baseUne shots 

and the two shots with anodized aluminum electrodes. Figure 72 shows the 
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Figure 66. Average waveforms with black wax coatings on the electrodes. 
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Figure 67. Effective time (xes) with black wax coatings on the electrodes. 
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Figure 68. Maximum voltage (Vmax) with black wax coatings on the 
electrodes. 
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Figure 69. FaU-time with black wax coatings on the electrodes. 
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Figure 70. FaU-rate with black wax coatings on the electrodes. 
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Figure 71. Average waveforms with anodized aluminum electrodes. 
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Figure 72. Effective time (xeff) with anodized aluminum electrodes. 
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mean values and standard deviations for the Xeff of the baseUne versus 

anodized shots. The values for Vmax are shown in Figure 73, the faU-time 

values are shown in Figure 74, and the faU-rate values are in Figure 75. 
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Figure 73. Maximum voltage (Vmax) with anodized aluminum 
electrodes. 
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Figure 74. FaU-time with anodized aluminum electrodes. 
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Figure 75. FaU-rate with anodized aluminum electrodes. 
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CHAPTER V 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Magnets 

Anode 

ANOVA's were run on each of the four parameters: Xeff, Vmax, faU-time, 

and faU-rate. The statistical evaluation of data from the magnet in the anode 

is summarized as foUows: 

Analysis of Variance (df = 2,27) 
F a 

Xefif 1.524 not significant, 
Vmax 5.250 < 0.025, 
FaU-time 2.263 not signfficant, 
FaU-rate 1.793 not signfficant. 

The only signfficant ANOVA was for Vmax so ^ t e s t s were calculated for 

the means of the three different groups. The results are summarized as 

foUows: 

^test(df= 18)-Vmax 
t a 

BaseUne vs. North Pole 0.449 not signfficant, 
BaseUne vs. South Pole 2.605 < 0.020, 
North Pole vs. South Pole 2.754 < 0.020. 

The results of the ^tests indicate there was a smaU, though, 

statisticaUy signfficant differences between the maximum voltages of the 

baseUne and the magnet in the anode with the South Pole pointing into the 

gap, and between the North Pole pointing into the gap and the South Pole 
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pointing into the gap. This can be seen graphicaUy in Figure 25 with the 

South Pole voltage greater than the baseline and the North Pole voltages. 

The differences between the baseUne and South Pole voltages represents a 

4.0% increase in Vmax, whUe there was a 3.6% increase in voltage between the 

North Pole and the South Pole voltages. 

Cathode 

The statistical evaluation of data from the magnet in the cathode is 

summarized as foUows: 

Analysis of Variance (df = 2,27) 
F a 

Xeff 5.123 < 0.025, 
Vmax 0.299 not significant, 
FaU-time 1.123 not significant, 
FaU-rate 1.020 not signfficant. 

The only signfficant ANOVA was for Xeff so ^ t e s t s were calculated for 

the means of the three different groups. The results are summarized as 

foUows: 

^test(df= 18)-Xeff 
t a 

BaseUne vs. North Pole 3.371 < 0.010, 
BaseUne vs. South Pole 0.862 not signfficant. 
North Pole vs. South Pole 2.195 < 0.050. 

The results of the t-tests indicate there were statisticaUy signfficant 

differences between the Xeff of the baseline and the magnet in the cathode 

with the North Pole pointing into the gap, and between the North Pole 
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pointing into the gap and the South Pole pointing into the gap. This can be 

seen graphicaUy in Figure 29 with the North Pole voltage greater than the 

baseline and the South Pole voltages. The differences between the baseUne 

and North Pole signals represents a 12.3% increase in Xeff whUe there was a 

7.7% decrease in Xeff between the North Pole and the South Pole voltages. 

Both 

The statistical evaluation of data from the magnets LQ both the anode 

and the cathode is summarized as foUows: 

Analysis of Variance (df = 2,27) 
F a 

Xeff 10.910 < 0.001, 
Vmax 2.710 not signfficant, 
FaU-time 0.134 not signfficant, 
FaU-rate 0.659 not signfficant. 

The only significant ANOVA was for Xeff so ^ t e s t s were calculated for 

the means of the three different groups. The results are summarized as 

foUows: 

t-test (df = 18) - Xeff 
t a 

BaseUne vs. AUgning field 0.874 not significant, 
BaseUne vs. Opposing field 4.386 < 0.001, 
AUgning vs. Opposing field 3.698 < 0.010. 

The results of the ^tests indicate there were statisticaUy signfficant 

differences between the Xeff of the baseUne and the magnets in the electrodes 

with the fields opposing, and between the magnets in the electrodes when the 
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fields are aUgning and opposing. This can be seen graphicaUy in Figure 34 

with the opposing fields Xeff greater than both the aUgning and the aUgning 

fields Xeff. The differences between the baseUne and opposing field Xeff 

represents a 19.7% increase in time, whUe there was a 15.1% increase LQ 

time between the aUgning fields and the opposing fields Xeff. 

Sulfur hexafluoride 

First series 

The statistical evaluation of the first series SFe test is summarized as 

foUows: 

t-test (df = 12) - Baseline vs. SFe added. 
t a 

Xeff 5.877 < 0.001, 
Vmax 0.873 not signfficant, 
FaU-time 2.751 < 0.020, 
FaU-rate 4.674 < 0.001. 

The resiUts of the ^ t e s t s indicate there were statisticaUy signfficant 

differences be tween the baseUne waveforms and the waveforms wi th SFe 

added to t h e wa te r for Xeff, faU-time, and faU-rate. This can be seen 

graphicaUy in F igures 39, 41 , and 42 with the effective t ime increas ing by 

2 0 . 1 % wi th t he addit ion of the SFe gas to the wate r whUe the faU-time 

increased by 49.0% a n d t h e faU-rate decreased by 48.3%. 
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Second series 

The statistical evaluation of the second series SFe test is summarized 

as foUows: 

t-test (df = 18) - Baseline vs. SFe added. 
t a 

Xeff 0.096 not signfficamt 
Vmax 1.463 not significant 
FaU-time 2.211 < 0.050 
FaU-rate 1.157 not signfficant 

The resu l t s of the ^ t e s t s indicate there was only a statisticaUy 

signfficant difference between the basel ine waveforms and the waveforms 

wi th SFe added to t h e wate r for faU-time. This can be seen graphicaUy in 

F igure 46 which shows a sUght increase in the faU-time. This increase 

r ep resen t s a 17.5% change between the two groups. 

Hydrochloric acid 

Second series 

The s tat is t ical evaluat ion of da ta generated by adding var ious 

concentra t ions of HCI to t he wate r is summar ized as foUows: 

Analysis of Variance (df = 5,12) 
F a 

Xeff 28.620 < 0.001 
Vmax 203.400 < 0.001 
FaU-time 0.216 not signfficant 
FaU-rate 4.068 < 0.025 
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The signfficant ANOVA's were for Xeff, Vmax, and faU-rate so ^tests were 

calculated for the means of the six groups. The results of the ^tests for Xeff 

are summarized in Table 4. 

Only five of the ^tests for Xeff were significant. Looking at Figure 57, it 

appears that there was no significant effect on Xeff untU the concentration got 

to 10.0 M HCI. The 5.0 M HCI level was close to signfficance at the 0.05 level 

but was probably not because of the large variation seen at that 

concentration level as opposed to the first four groups. The difference 

between the BaseUne and the 10.0 M level represents a 334% increase in the 

effective time. There was a 310% increase between the 0.1 M level and the 

10.0 M level; 295%, 0.5 M and 10.0 M; 323%, 1.0 M and 10.0 M; and 97.6%, 

5.0 M and 10.0 M. Figure 56 shows the progression of the spread of the 

signal as the concentration was increased. 

The results of the ^tests for Vmax are summarized in Table 5. In this 

case, aU tests were signfficant except for the BaseUne versus 0.1 M values. 

Figure 58 shows the decrease in Vmax as the concentration increases. In 

order, the voltage dropped by 5.0% when the concentration was increased 

from 0.1 M to 0.5 M; 7.4%, from 0.5 M to 1.0 M; 24.8%, from 1.0 M to 5.0 M; 

and 13.7%, from 5.0 M to 10.0 M. 

The results of the ^tests for the faU-rate are summarized in Table 6. 

Figure 60 shows wUdly varying values and considerable variance in most of 
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Table 4. Results of the ^tests for Xeff for the second HCI 
experiment. 

t-test (df = 4) 
Baseline vs. 0.1 M HCI 
BaseUne vs. 0.5 M HCI 
Baseline vs. 1.0 M HCI 
BaseUne vs. 5.0 M HCl 
Baseline vs. 10.0 M HCI 
0.1 M HCI vs. 0.5 M HCI 
0.1 M HCI vs. 1.0 M HCI 
0.1 M HCI vs. 5.0 M HCI 
0.1 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCI 
0.5 M HCI vs. 1.0 M HCI 
0.5 M HCI vs. 5.0 M HCI 
0.5 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCI 
1.0 M HCI vs. 5.0 M HCI 
1.0 M HCl vs. 10.0 M HCI 
5.0 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCl 

t 
0.938 
1.358 
0.319 
2.339 

10.190 
0.728 
0.493 
2.233 

10.120 
0.954 
2.150 
9.938 
2.285 

10.090 
3.558 

a 
not signfficant 
not signfficant 
not signfficant 
not significant 
< 0.001 
not signfficant 
not significant 
not significant 
< 0.001 
not significant 
not significant 
< 0.001 
not signfficant 
< 0.001 
< 0.050 
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^ ^ 

Table 5. Results of the t-tests for Vmax for the second HCI 
experiment 

t-test (df = 4) 
BaseUne vs. 0.1 M HCI 
BaseUne vs. 0.5 M HCI 
BaseUne vs. 1.0 M HCI 
Baseline vs. 5.0 M HCI 
BaseUne vs. 10.0 M HCI 
0.1 M HCI vs. 0.5 M HCI 
0.1 M HCl vs. 1.0 M HCI 
0.1 M HCl vs. 5.0 M HCI 
0.1 M HCl vs. 10.0 M HCI 
0.5 M HCI vs. 1.0 M HCI 
0.5 M HCl vs. 5.0 M HCl 
0.5 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCl 
1.0 M HCI vs. 5.0 M HCI 
1.0 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCI 
5.0 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCl 

t 
2.410 
4.808 

12.650 
13.590 
49.090 

3.078 
10.650 
12.600 
49.920 

4.477 
9.946 

27.180 
8.197 

39.800 
3.544 

a 
not significant 
< 0.010 
< 0.001 
< 0.001 
< 0.001 
< 0.050 
< 0.001 
< 0.001 
< 0.001 
< 0.020 
< 0.001 
< 0.001 
< 0.010 
< 0.001 
< 0.050 
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Table 6. Results of the ^tests for faU-rate for the second HCI 
experiment 

t-test (df = 4) 
BaseUne vs. 0.1 M HCI 
BaseUne vs. 0.5 M HCI 
Baseline vs. 1.0 M HCI 
BaseUne vs. 5.0 M HCI 
Baseline vs. 10.0 M HCI 
0.1 M HCI vs. 0.5 M HCI 
0.1 M HCI vs. 1.0 M HCI 
0.1 M HCl vs. 5.0 M HCI 
0.1 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCl 
0.5 M HCI vs. 1.0 M HCI 
0.5 M HCI vs. 5.0 M HCI 
0.5 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCl 
1.0 M HCI vs. 5.0 M HCI 
1.0 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCl 
5.0 M HCI vs. 10.0 M HCI 

t 
0.242 
0.716 
1.365 
2.232 
3.147 
0.771 
0.768 
1.767 
2.278 
2.295 
1.729 
2.904 
4.175 
5.405 
1.474 

a 
not significant 
not significant 
not significant 
not signfficant 
< 0.050 
not significant 
not significant 
not signfficant 
not significant 
not significant 
not signfficant 
< 0.050 
< 0.020 
< 0.010 
not significant 
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the groups. For these reasons, even though some of the tests were 

StatisticaUy signfficant, they wUl not be used for drawing any conclusions. 

Polymer coating 

The results of the ^tests for Xeff are summarized as foUows: 

t-test (6f= 14)-Xeff 

t a 
BaseUne vs. PC 9.797 < 0.001 
BaseUne vs. PES 6.472 < 0.001 
BaseUne vs. PC+ PES- 10.960 < 0.001 
BaseUne vs. PES+PC- 7.636 < 0.001 

AU of the t-tests for Xeff were statisticaUy signfficant. The change in Xeff 

for the PC coatings on both electrodes represents a 50.4% decrease, whUe 

using the PES coatings on both electrodes decreased the Xeff by 33.3%. With 

the PC coating on the anode and PES on the cathode, the Xeff decreased by 

56.4%, and, with PES on the anode and PC on the cathode, the Xeff went down 

by 39.3%. These results can been seen in Figure 62. 

The resvdts of the ^tests for Vmax are summarized as foUows: 

t-test (df = 14) - V max 

t a 
BaseUne vs. PC 4.629 < 0.001 
BaseUne vs. PES 6.106 < 0.001 
BaseUne vs. FC+ PES- 2.294 < 0.050 
BaseUne vs. PES-f PC- 5.677 < 0.001 

The ^tests for Vmax were aU statisticaUy signfficant. Adding the PC 

coating to both electrodes decreased the maximum voltage by 19.6% and 

decreased the voltage by 25.9% when the PES coating was used on both 
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electrodes. The voltage decreased by only 9.7% when the PC coating was 

appUed to the anode and the PES coating to the cathode. A 24.1% decrease 

in voltage was seen with the PES coating on the anode and the PC coating on 

the cathode. These resiUts can been seen in Figure 63. 

The results of the ^tests for faU-time are summarized as foUows: 

t-test (df = 14) - FaU-time 

t a 
Baseline vs. PC 5.750 < 0.001 
Baseline vs. PES 6.297 < 0.001 
BaseUne vs. PC+ PES- 5.859 < 0.001 

BaseUne vs. PES+PC- 6.078 < 0.001 

Measurements of the faU-time were statisticaUy signfficant for aU of 

the polymer coatings. A 62.2% decrease in faU-time was seen with the PC 

coating on both of the electrodes whUe a 68.1% decrease occurred with the 

PES coating on both electrodes. With the PC coating on the anode and the 

PES coating on the cathode, there was a 63.3% decrease in the faU-time of 

the signal. There was a 65.7% decrease in faU-time with the PES coating on 

the anode and the PC coating on the cathode. These results can been seen in 

Figure 64. 

The resvdts of the ^tests for faU-rate are summarized as foUows: 

t-test (df= 14)-FaU-rate 

t a 
BaseUne vs. PC 24.460 < 0.001 
BaseUne vs. PES 30.110 < 0.001 
BaseUne vs. PC+ PES- 26.660 < 0.001 
Baseline vs. PES+ PC- 30.980 < 0.001 
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The final set of ^tests were calculated for the faU-rate of the signal 

and were aU statisticaUy significant. Using the PC coating on both of the 

electrodes gave a 202.4% increase in the faU-rate whUe a 249.2% increase 

was seen with the PES coating on both electrodes. Applying a coating of PC 

on the anode and PES on the cathode gave a 220.6% increase in the faU-rate 

and a 256.3% increase with PES on the anode and PC on the cathode. These 

results can been seen in Figure 65. 

Black wax 

The statistical evaluation of data generated using a coating of black 

wax is summarized as foUows: 

t-test (df = 18) 
t a 

Xeff 16.660 < 0.001 
Vmax 1.471 not signfficant 
FaU-time 24.270 < 0.001 
FaU-rate 16.330 < 0.001 

The results of the ^tests indicate there were statisticaUy signfficant 

differences between the baseUne waveforms and the waveforms with black 

wax on the electrodes for Xeff, faU-time, and faU-rate. This can be seen 

graphicaUy in Figures 66, 68, and 69 with the effective time decreasing by 

55.3% with the black wax whUe the faU-time decreased by 61.2% and the faU-

rate increased by 213.1%. 
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Anodized aluminum 

The statistical evaluation of the data generated by using anodized 

aluminum electrodes is summarized as foUows: 

t-test (df = 8) 
t a 

Xeff 1.784 not significant 
Vmax 3.047 < 0.020 
FaU-time 0.000 not signfficant 
FaU-rate 3.570 < 0.010 

The resu l t s of the ^ t e s t s show signfficant findings for Vmax and the faU-

ra t e . The change in t he max imum voltage between the baseUne shots a n d 

the shots wi th t he anodized a luminum electrodes represents a 26.6% 

decrease in t he voltage. This can be seen graphicaUy in Figure 73. F igure 75 

shows a 45.5% decrease in the faU-rates between the baseUne shots a n d the 

experimental shots. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the data presented in Chapter IV and analyzed in Chapter V, 

it is possible to generate some ideas as to what is happening in the water 

during the appUcation of a high electric field, ff the reader can accept the 

Russian breakdown model presented in Chapter II, the results of this 

experiment must be able to support a breakdown process initiated by 

microbubbles and propagated through the water by proton transport. 

Looking at the previous research Usted in the first part of Chapter II, the 

methods that had signfficant effects on the breakdown field strength would 

affect either the occurrence of microbubbles or proton transport. In 

particular, water pressure had some of the best results of aU the methods 

presented. Even though it would not be practical in large systems, it is 

possible to double the breakdown field strength by applying very high 

pressures to the system. If it is microbubbles that initiate the discharge in 

the water gap, then appljdng high pressures wovdd force out the bubbles from 

the electrode surface, decreasing the number of possible initiation sites, and 

also make the formation of bubbles from thermal heating more difficult. 

Another technique used to increase the breakdown strength is to cool 

the water down to near freezing or, with additives, below freezing. In this 
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case, more thermal energy is needed for the transition from near freezing 

Uquid to the microbubble state. 

The next area that has been researched is the type of electrode 

material used. Of particular note is the work presented in Chapter II that 

looked at different materials for the anode and cathode [6]. For example, 

using brass and aluminum electrodes, it is possible to almost double the 

breakdown field strength by switching from an aluminum anode and a brass 

cathode to an aluminum cathode and a brass anode. This is due principaUy 

to negative charge injection. Again, looking at the Russian model, it would 

appear that the use of these two electrode materials together either enhance 

or inhibit the proton motion depending on the orientation of the electrodes. 

The most promising technique for increasing the breakdown field 

strength is the diffusion electrodes which the Russians have claimed a 

quadrupUng of the field strength between the electrodes 11]. By applying a 

diffuse conducting layer on the electrode surface, the high intensity fields 

forming around the microbubbles are eUminated. This aUows the field to 

buUd up to a higher level untU the discharge is formed by a different process 

such as thermal conduction in the center of the gap. 

The Russians have provided us with what seems to be a good workable 

model of the breakdown process. The results presented in Chapter IV can 

now be put in context with this model. The effect of the magnetic field on the 

voltage output is particvdarly interesting because water has an electric dipole 
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moment but does not have a magnetic dipole moment. So the magnetic fields 

would have no effect on the orientation or motion of the water molecules in 

their natural state but woiUd have an effect on the movement of ions through 

the gap between the electrodes. The radius of the path of the charged 

particle moving through a magnetic field is given by 

mv 
r = - , (24) 

where m is the particle mass, v is the velocity, q is the charge, and B is the 

magnetic field strength. Ovchinnikov et al. 118] measured the electron 

velocity in water to be approximately 1.5 x 10^ m/sec and Yanshin et al. 119] 

gives the proton velocity in water as 40 m/sec. With these velocities and 

using a magnetic field strength of 15 mT, the radu would be 0.6 M.m and 

27.8 |im for an electron and a proton, respectively, which are much smaUer 

than the electrode gap. Of course, this assumes a transverse magnetic field 

which would not be the case here. However, with the copper-tungsten 

electrodes, the discharged tended to begin on the edge of the edge of the 

electrode rather than the center. If the initial discharge was from the edge of 

the electrode, then the charges would pass through almost transverse 

magnetic fields to get to the other electrode. The magnetic field may also 

affect the abffity of the water molecule to interact with the proton to form the 

hydronium ion, thereby disrupting the current path being formed in the 

water. 
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Magnetic fields have been demonstrated to be effective for shielding 

high voltage systems in vacuum and there may be a simUar mechanism in 

water. The magnetic fields employed in this experiment were very smaU and 

may account for the smaU changes in the output but give an inducement to 

continue this Une of research to see ff increasing the magnetic field strength 

wiU increase the breakdown field strength. 

The first experiment using the SFe gas gave some promising results 

with a signfficant increase in the Xeff. Suffur hexafluoride was chosen 

because of its electro-negative quaUty which is why it is used in spark gap 

switches. The gas captures low energy electrons as they move across the gap 

thereby increasing the voltage holdoff of the spark gap switch. For this 

reason, the gas was used in the water to see ff it would have a simUar effect. 

The results seen in the first series of shots may have been due to a bad 

capacitor that was about to burst and is why that series was terminated. 

Two additional series of shots were run without the same increase in Xeff seen 

in the first series. This may have been due to one of two things. The first 

was the inabiUty to determine how much SFe was actuaUy mixed into the 

water. It is possible that only trace amounts of the gas actuaUy circulated in 

the water such that there was an insufficient quantity to cause any effect on 

the discharge in the gap. The other possibiUty is that ff it is proton motion in 

the water that sets up the discharge, as suggested in the Russian model, then 

the electro-negativity of the SFe would have no effect on the discharge. An 
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interesting foUow-on would be to use an electro-positive gas, such as argon or 

heUum, to see ff it would have an effect. 

The Russians showed in several experiments [15] that adding HCl and 

simUar chemicals to the water decreased the conductivity of the water during 

the prebreakdown period. They did not look at the field strength or voltage 

holdoff of the water gap. The HCl experiments were conducted to see ff the 

decreased conductivity (increased resistivity) would relate to an increase in 

the field strength or voltage holdoff. The addition of HCI to the water would 

increase the number of H"̂  ions and was expected to interfere with the 

development of charge transfer by creating an excess of hydronium 

molecules. The other effect was the C r ions capturing the protons as they 

left the electrode surface would decrease the number of protons avaUable to 

start the discharge. The only effect that adding the HCI seem to have was to 

spread the energy over a longer time period as the concentration of HCI 

increased. Perhaps the phenomena seen by the Russians occurs ff there is 

not sufficient voltage to cause a discharge in the gap. 

The use of coatings has shown some potential for smaU surface areas 

but has either not been successful or not tried with larger surface areas. 

Polymer coatings may prove to be useful but no real conclusions can be 

drawn from the research conducted for this dissertation because of the 

Umited number of trials conducted. Additional research in this area may 

5deld some signfficant results. The black wax coating did not prove to be 
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successful. This could have been due to the method used in coating the 

electrode or may be due to the inabUity of the wax to be effective over large 

areas. Black wax has been shown to be effective for systems with extremely 

smaU electrode surface areas but this effect may not scale to larger sizes [7]. 

The results of the anodized aluminum electrode experiment indicate 

that anodizing the electrodes decreased the voltage holdoff level. This is 

inconsistent with the results that Gehman [9] demonstrated which showed 

that the breakdown voltage of anodized aluminum was about 15% higher 

than plain aluminum. Gehman used a mixture of ethylene glycol and water, 

cooled to -30°C, which may account for the difference in the results. 

Future research should look at what is happening at the surface of the 

electrode on a microscopic level. The region where the metal surface and the 

water interface is where the electric field breakdown is initiated. By 

suppressing the initiation of the arc, the electric field can rise to much higher 

levels and wiU either increase the maximum voltage across the gap or 

increase the time that the gap can withstand the voltage before arcing. 

Whether it is microbubbles or high intensity field points on the surface of the 

electrode that cause the initiation of the arc, anything that lowers the electric 

fields on the surface of the electrode would be beneficial. A coating must be 

able to electricaUy "smooth" the microscopic surface of the electrode. This is 

essentiaUy how the diffusion electrodes work. By having a thin layer of 

conductive water close to the surface of the electrode, the electric field 
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enhancement due to surface irregularities is lowered. This aUows the field to 

buUd up untU it reaches the intrinsic maximum in the gap. The diffusion 

electrodes would not be practical in a very large system but, as mentioned in 

the introduction, the Russians claimed that they have found a practical way 

to do what the diffusion electrodes are doing [19]. Much of the previous 

research has shown that there is usuaUy a tradeoff between EBD, Xeff, and Er. 

This should be remembered when considering the Russian claims. 

Additional research may show that the technique developed by the Russians 

may yield a higher breakdown strength in the water but may, for instance, 

reduce the capacitance of the system. 

Many techniques to increase the field strength of water have been 

tried with various levels of success. Some of these techniques have been very 

successful in a laboratory setting but would not be useful in practical system. 

These techniques help provide insight into the breakdown mechanism and 

are the key to finding a practical technique for increasing the field strength 

of water. A practical technique would have to be independent of the 

geometry of the conductor and the type of material the conductor is made of. 

It would have to work on systems that had either a closed or open water 

circulation, and must not be harmful to the filtration and de-ionization 

system. The technique needs to be seff-heaUng or undisturbed ff a 

breakdown occurs in the water. IdeaUy, it would not require changing the 

water after every shot. The use of a conductive poljnner of the surface of the 
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electrode may prove to be a practical technique to increase the electric field 

strength of water. 
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APPENDIX A 

WATER BREAKDOWN FORMULAS 

Describing Water Breakdown Levels 

During the early 1960's, J. C. Martin did considerable experimental 

work on the voltage breakdown levels in water. His work was done on water 

at standard temperature and pressure (STP). Considerable work has been 

done with water under high pressure but Martin's work was not in this area. 

From the data coUected, Martin wrote several equations to describe the data. 

The two most common equations are 

FT'J^ A'"'=0.3, (25) 

for positive polarity and 

FT'^JA''''=0.6, (26) 

for negative polarity, where F i s the electric field breakdown level in MV/cm, 

A is the area in cm^, and Xeff is the effective time in |is. These equations wUl 

give the electric field necessary to have a breakdown in the water for a given 

effective time, over a given area. For example, let Xeff = 1 |is, and A =1 cm^, 

then F of the first equation is 0.3 MV/cm. ff the electric field is greater than 

or equal to 0.3 MV/cm, then a breakdown in the water can almost be 

guaranteed [28]. This would be referred to operating "at the JCM level." To 
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operate at 60% JCM, the system is designed so that the maximum field 

strength, for this example, is less than or equal to 0.18 MV/cm. 

What wiU be seen ff the breakdown field of many discharges are 

measured is a Gaussian distribution. A typical normalized Gaussian 

distribution for this example would look Uke (Figure 76) with Ffrom Martin's 

equation at the maximum of the curve. The signfficance of operating at 60% 

JCM would be the very low probability of a breakdown occurring in the 

water. 

So. why do not aU machines operate at 60% JCM? 

Water is used as the insulator in pulsed power machines because it 

has a high relative dielectric constant (sr). This is important because the size 

of the machine depends on the amount of energy that can be stored in the 

insulator. Think of the water as the insulator in a paraUel plate capacitor. 

The capacitance is given by 

C = ̂ ^^, (27) 

d 

where eo is the dielectric constant of vacuum, 8r is the relative dielectric 

constant, A is the surface area of the plate, and d is the distance separating 

the two plates. With 8r of about 80, water becomes a very popular insulator 

for pulsed power machines. The energy stored in a capacitor is given by 
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Figure 76. Typical Gaussian curve. 
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E=-CV^ 
2 . (28) 

The electric field strength (E) is equal to the voltage (V) divided by the 

distance (d). Substituting this into the energy equation gives you 

E^=-CE'd\ (29) 

2 

So the energy stored in the capacitor increases to the square power of the 

electric field. This means that ff the system is operating at 60% JCM then 

only 36% of the energy is stored that would be stored at 100% JCM. This has 

a signfficant impact on the design of the machine. Of course, it would not be 

a good idea to operate at JCM level because haff of the shots would not be 

any good because of voltage breakdown in the water capacitor. In designing 

a machine, the cost of the size of the machine versus the number of bad shots 

tolerated would have to be weighed. This would not only be the data lost on 

a bad shot but the damage done to the machine. 

How can Sandia operate at 120% JCM? 

It should be remembered that the JCM equations at the beginning of 

this paper were based on empirical data and not theory [29]. This means 

that each of the parameters has a limited range for which the equations are 

vaUd. Extrapolating the equations outside of these ranges covild cause 

trouble. The size of the pulsed power machines that are being buUt today are 

on a much larger scale than what was avaUable at the time Martin did his 
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experiments. The size and area dimensions of the Sandia machines are 

outside of the range of data for the JCM equations. Additional experiments 

were conducted by the Naval Research Laboratory in the late 1960's to 

expand Martin's equations. Considerable data were generated by W. H. 

Lupton and resulted in the Elbert-Lupton equations which are similar to the 

Martin equations. The major difference is the exponent for the area term. 

The two Elbert-Lupton equations are 

FT':^A''''=022>, (30) 

for positive polarity, and 

Fr'i^A'''' =0.551, (31) 

for negative polarity. The Sandia machines operate under the Elbert-Lupton 

levels. For the area dimensions involved with the Sandia machines, ff the 

Martin equations are used, it appears that the system is operating at the 

120% level. PI uses the Elbert-Lupton equations to design their machines 

[28]. The DOUBLE EAGLE machine was designed at 60% Elbert-Lupton 

and has never had a breakdown in its water Une. 

The curves in Figure 77 show the difference between the JCM levels 

and the Elbert-Lupton levels for various surface areas. The third trace is the 

120% JCM level. As can be seen, for areas above 43,000 cm^, the Elbert-

Lupton curve crosses the 120% JCM curve. 
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Figure 77. Comparison of the breakdown field equations (F) versus surface 
area (A). 
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The designers at Sandia [29] beUeve that the area term dependency 

disappears at very large areas, e.g., A > 10^ cm2. 

What is Texas Tech doing? 

The research being conducted at Texas Tech is looking at the effects of 

magnetic fields, electrode coatings and water additives on EBD and Xeff. No 

one has examined the effects of magnetic fields on water before. Various 

additives, such as alcohol and glycol, have been used to aUow the water 

temperature to be lowered beyond its normal freezing point in order to 

increase EBD and Xeff. Additives that affect these two parameters directly wiU 

be looked at. Several different types of coatings on the electrode surfaces 

have been tried. The Texas Tech Pulsed Power Laboratory wiU look at using 

polymer and wax coatings on the surface of the electrodes. The Water 

Breakdown System in use at Texas Tech is capable of deUvering a 400 kV, 

150 ns pulse to a 1.5 cm gap. 

Additional Water Breakdown Level Information 

Starting with the equation for energy in a capacitor, 

E,=ICV\ (32) 

where Ec is in joules, C is in farads, and V is in volts. The equation for the 

electric field (F) for the simplest case of paraUel plate geometry is 
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F = ^ . (33) 

a 

where V is in volts and d is in meters. For other geometries, various field 

enhancement factors must be included. Combining the two equations 5rields 

E^ = -CF'd\ (34) 

For a paraUel plate capacitor, the equation for the capacitemce is given by 

C = ^ ^ , (35) 

a 

where So = 8.85 x lO-̂ ^ farad/meter, 8r is the relative dielectric constant, A is 

the area of the two plates in meter^, and d is the distance between the two 

plates in meters. Combining Eqs. (34) and (35) gives 

E^=\^^F'd\ (36) 
2 d 

which reduces to 

E^=^e^e,AF'd. (37) 

By picking 

AF^d = — (volts' meter), (38) 

then 

E~£^. (39) 
c r 
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By graphing this along with three of the most common insulators - oU, 

ethylene glycol (antffreeze), water, the importance that water plays in pulsed 

power machines can be seen (Figure 78). 

Next, the effect of the insulating medium on the amount of energy 

stored in the capacitor as the electric field increases can be looked at. Going 

back to Eq. (37) 

E,=^s^e,AF'd, (37) 

and setting 

Ad = —(m'), (40) 
£„ 

then 

E, - s,F'. (41) 

Remember that 8r for oU, ethylene glycol, and water are 2.2, 39, and 80, 

respectively. Figure 79 shows the effects of 8r on the energy stored as the 

electric field (F) increases. 

Next, how the energy changes with respect to the area can be shown. 

The four cases for water using the J. C. Martin and Elbert-Lupton equations 

need to be looked at. J. C. Martin showed that 

FT'i^A'"'=0.'i, (25) 

for positive polarity and 

Fz'i^ A'"'=0.6, (26) 
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Figure 78. NormaUzed Energy (Ec) versus relative dielectric (8r) for 
AF^d = 2/8o. 
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Figure 79. NormaUzed energy (Ec) versus normaUzed electric field (F) for 
Ad = 2/8o. 
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for negative polarity, where F is the electric field breakdown level in MV/cm, 

A is the area in cm2, and Xeff is the effective time in ^is. Solving these two 

equations for F gives us 

F= "^ (42) 
^ 1/3^1/10 ' ^^^^ 

eff 

and 

^ = 7 1 # ^ - (43) 
eff 

The signfficance of the polarity dependence is that in non-paraUel 

plate geometry, e.g., coaxial, the high field electrode (the smaUest one), i.e., 

the inner coaxial electrode, should be negative. Reversing the polarity on 

coaxial systems is, therefore, not a good idea. It wiU lower the hold-off 

voltage by a factor of two and thus the energy by a factor of four. 

Elbert-Lupton showed that 

FT'^^A''''=023, (30) 

for positive polarity, and 

Frtl^'A'''' =0.551, (31) 

for negative polarity. Again, solving for F gives 

F= °-^^ (44) 
1/3 J 0.058 ' ^ ^ 

for positive polarity, and 
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0.557 
~ T^'^ y 0.069 ' v"*^/ 

for negative polarity. A set of four energy equations which have been 

designated as EJCM+, EJCM-, EEL+, and EEL- for JCM positive, JCM negative, 

Elbert-Lupton positive, and Elbert-Lupton negative, respectively, can be 

derived. For EJCM+, start with Eq. (37) again 

E,=^s^8,AF'd. (37) 

Substituting Eq. (42) into Eq. (37) gives 

EjCM+ ~ « ^o^r^ 
' 0.3 ^ 

2 

(46) 

The A in Eq. (37) is in meter2 whUe the A in Eq. (42) is in cm2. The easiest 

way to make these terms compatible is to convert the first A to cm^. This 

gives 

10̂  / 0.3 ^ 
EjCM+ ~ « ^o^r-^ d. (47) 

Rearranging and combining the terms now gives 

_ 10' (03)' 
EjCM^ - r. Ill ^O^R^ .2/10 ' ("^^^ 

2T^ff A 

which gives, for a fixed d and Xeff,, the foUowing proportionaUty relationship 

£,<^,~(0.3)^^(-™'. (49) 
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This gives the relationship for EJCM+. Doing the same for the other three 

equations - Eqs. (43), (44), (45) -- gives 

£ , ,^_~(0.6) '^(--) , (50) 

E,,,-(0.23YA^'-"''''\ (51) 

and, 

E,,^-{0.55iyA^'-'"'''K (52) 

Graphing these four equations gives Figure 80 which shows the relationships 

between the area and the energy for the four equations. As can be seen, 

there is a signfficant effect at very large areas on the amount of energy that 

can be stored depending on which set of equations used. 
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Figure 80. NormaUzed energy versus area for the JCM and EL equations. 
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APPENDIX B 

D-DOT PROBE 

D-Dot probe derivation 

A D-Dot probe is typicaUy used for measuring high voltage pulses in 

Uquid (oU or water) insulated systems where direct measurement is not 

practical. The D-Dot probe makes use of the capacitive divider effect that the 

probe has on the voltage. It actuaUy measures the derivative of the electric 

field. Figure 19 shows a typical D-Dot probe configuration. The probe is 

simply the inner conductor of a smaU coaxial section. It is insulated from the 

surrounding sheU by the same insulating material as in the machine. In this 

case, it is transformer oU. Since the probe gives the derivative of the electric 

field, the signal must be fed into an integrator to give us the pulse shape of 

the signal trying to be measured. The probe can be designed by looking at 

the capacitance between the inner conductor of the machine and the probe 

(Ci in Figure 19) and between the probe and the outer coaxial Une of the 

machine (C2). A simple RC integrator is used to give us the correct output 

signal. Analysis of the D-Dot probe wUl be based on the circuit model in 

Figure 20. 

Since the only reactive elements in the circuit are capacitors, the 

foUowing definition wiU be used: 
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x^ 
jcoC 

(53) 

Using the circuit model in Figure 20, write the loop equations for the circuit. 

There are 3 loop equations: 

w,„=i\X,^X^)-i^X^ 

0 = -i,X^+i^{X,+R)-i^R 

0 = -i^R + i^{X^+R^ +R) 

and Vout is given by 

Vo„r = ' ' 3 ^ 3 

In matrix form, it looks Uke 

~X, + X, 

-X, 

0 

-X, 

X,+R 

-R 

0 

-R 

X^+R, +R 

h 

h 

h. 

= 

v,„ 
0 

0 

Using Cramer's Rule to solve for ia 

/ , = 

X,+X, - X, V, 

-X^ X^+R 0 

0 -R 0 

Z , + X , -X, 0 

— X2 Xj + R — R 

C ) -R X,+R, + R 

Taking the determinants of the numerator and the denominator, gives 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 
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^ 2 ^ V , 

{X, + X, )(X, + R)(X, +R,+R)- Xl {X, +R,+R)- (X, + X, )R' 
(60) 

To simplify the denominator, let 

A = (X,+X2){X2 +R)(X, +R, +R)-X^(X,+R, +R)-(X, + X,)R'. (61) 

Expanding the terms 

A = X.X^X, + X,X2{R, + R) + X,X,R + X2X,R + X,R,R + X^R.R . (62) 

Factor out X1X2X3 

A = iX,X,X,) 
^ R,+R R R R,R R,R^ 

1 + —̂  + — + — + —'•— + 
V J(. 2 - ^ 2 "^1 2 3 1 3 ' 

(63) 

FinaUy 

Ry. 
h = f 

( ^ 1 ^ 3 ) 1 + ^ ^ 
V X 

R+R R R R,R R,R \ 

+ — + — + —-— + 
3 ^ 2 ^ 1 ^ 2 ^ 3 X^X^J 

(64) 

Using Eq. (57), then 

out 
R 

v.. X 
f K+R R R R,R R,R^ 
1 + — + — + — + —-— + —-— 

X^ X2 X^ X2X2 •^•[•^2,J 

(65) 

Using Eq. (53) 

out 
j^RC, 

V,, l + 7co[i?(C, + Q +C,)^R,C,]-G>'R[C, +C2)R,C, ' 
(66) 

which can be put into the form 
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J 
out 

CO 

CO, 

r 
CO 

\r 
1 + 7 

V cow 
1 + 7 

CO 
A 

V c o , y 

(67) 

Expanding the denominator, gives 

r 
a> J 

V CO. 

CO 
\ 

1 + 7 — 1 + 7 — =1+76; 
f 

\ CO.J 

1 1 ^ 

+ 
a 

KCO^ CO^J (O^CO^ 
(68) 

Setting this equal to the denominator of Eq. (66), gives 

\ 1 co^ -\-co 
+ 

_ ^2 ' "^3 

0)2 COj CO2CD2 
= R{C,+C2+C,) + R,C,, (69) 

and 

CO2CO, = 
R{C,+C2)R,C, ' 

(70) 

also from the numerator 

CO, = 
RC 

(71) 

Substituting Eqs. (69), (70), and (71) into Eq. (66) gives the transfer 

function in the form of Eq. (67). At this point it would be useful to look at 

what the known quantities are and what is beiag solved. The value of R is 

known to be 50 Q since it is the impedance of the cable connecting the D-Dot 

probe to the oscUloscope. The bandwidth (BW) of the system is equal to 27cfc 

which is C03. The BW should be at least comparable to the BW of the 

osciUoscope being used. Also the risetime of the signal can give us the 

desired BW. The integrator time constant (xi) should be at least 10 times the 
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pulsewidth of the signal that is being captured. (Note: at the time the probe 

was designed, it was thought that i should be equal to the pulsewidth.) With 

this information, the unknowns are Ci, C2, C3, and Ri. At this point, some 

equations to solve for these values are needed. 

The integrator's time constant, Xi, is given by 

T, = R,C,. (72) 

Replacing R1C3 in Eq. (69) with zi and manipulating to solve for Cs, gives 

R(C, +C2) + RC, = "^il^ + X,, (73) 
CO2CO3 

RC^^^ll^ + ^^-RfC, +C2), (74) 
CO2CO3 

and 

C 3 = ^ ^ i ^ + ^ - ( Q + C 2 ) . (75) 

Next, solve for 02 in terms of cos which is the bandwidth (BW) of the system. 

Using Eq. (70), solve for C02 

Q2=-7 —, . (76) 
' ;?(C,+Q)T,CO3 

The value of cos is given by 

fi;3=2;zBW. (77) 

From the Tektronix's catalog, the relationship 

BW = ^ ^ , (78) 
t. r 
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is given where tr is the risetime of the pulse being measured. Combining 

Eqs. (77) and (78) gives 

0.7;r 
co,=—-. (79) 

^ r 

Next, a Bode plot wiU be used to develop a relationship between the 

input and output voltages and the frequencies. Figure 81 shows what a 

typical transfer function with one zero and two poles looks Uke [Eq. (67)]. 

The asymptote for the zero, in this case coi, rises at 20 dB/decade. It crosses 

the 0 dB Une at coi. The 0 dB Une is equal to the input voltage (vin). The 

curve wiU rise at 20 dB/decade from the left side of the plot untU it gets to the 

value of the first pole (C02). At that point, the curve flattens out untU it gets to 

cos then it wiU drop at 20 dB/decade. The value of the voltage along this 

curve is the output voltage. Of particular interest is the flat part of the 

curve, since this wiU be the maximum voltage out (vout) of the D-Dot probe. 

To get a relationship between Vin/vout, the number of decades between coi and 

C02 must be determined, which is 

Decades = log 
^fl, ^ 1 (80) 
VCOj/ 

Since the rate of change is 20 dB/decade, the cUfference between Vin and Vout is 

20 Iog(coi/co2). Since Vm and Vout are in dB, the equation can be written as 

v.(ciB)-v„(dB) = 201og 
^co,^ 

VC027 
(81) 
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Figure 81. Typical Bode plot with one zero and two poles. 
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Using the definition of dB, Eq. (81) is 

201og(v,)-201og(vJ = 20iog 
^ c o , ^ 

Vco2y 

which is 

(82) 

^ v ^ 
20 log - ^ =20log 

fr. \ 

WoV 

Q) 

\c02J 
(83) 

(UvicUng both sides by 20 and taking the inverse log gives 

V, _ C O i 

Vo © 2 

and, finaUy 

(84) 

CO 
Vo = 

CO 
• v . . (85) 

With Eq. (85), the values needed to design the D-Dot probe can be 

derived. The final solution wiU be an iterative process. First of aU, C2 needs 

to be much greater than Ci. The reason for this is cUscussed in Wilkinson's 

126] paper and it also has an effect on the physical design of the probe. 

C2 = 50Ci, (86) 

was chosen to coincide with the capacitor values used ia WUkinson's paper. 

Eqs. (71), (72), (75), (76), (85), and (86) are needed to design the probe. The 

risetime of the signal was known, so Eq. (78) was used to get an idea of the 

bandwidth that was needed. Eq. (78) gives the minimum bandwidth so this 

value was muItipUed by ten. From this value, cos is derived from Eq. (77). 

Using Mathcad, the foUowing constants were used: 
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R = 50 Q, 

r, = 2 /is, 

C, = 0.5 pF, 

C2=50C,, (87) 

6)3 =2;T100MHZ, 

and, 

v._ = 1 MV. 
in 

The value of xi was selected at 2 |is to coincide with the system's pulsewidth. 

This is the minimum integration time that shoiUd be used. Ci was chosen 

from the value used in Wilkinson's article. From Eq. (78), with a risetime of 

30 ns, the bandwidth would be 11.16 MHz. Ten times this value gives about 

100 MHz, so cos is set to 27C100 MHz. The foUowing equations were then 

entered into Mathcad: 

c o , = — , (71) 
' RC, 

v „ = ^ v . , (85) 
® i 

C 3 = ^ ^ ^ + ^ - ( Q + C 2 ) , (75) 
i^C0 2CO3 R 

and, 

R=^. (72) 
C 

By adjusting the values in Eq. (87), the values of Vout, C2, Cs, and Ri can be 

calcvdated. The value of Vout needs to be maximized which is inversely 
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proportional to the bandwidth and the integration time. Also Ci shovdd be as 

smaU as possible since it determines the overaU size of the probe. Certain 

values of Ci and the bandwidth wUl cause Ri and Cs to go negative. By 

adjusting the values of Eq. (87), reasonable values for the probe can be 

derived. 

After finding the values needed for the components, then the 

cUmensions of the probe must be derived. Ci can be estimated as a paraUel 

plate capacitor. The equation for Ci is given by 

^ ^ ^ £ ^ £ ^ (88) 

Solve for the racUus (r) 

r = J - ^ ^ . (89) 
e^e^n 

C2 can be thought of as a coaxial capacitor and the capacitance is given by 

C , = ^ ^ . (90) 

In 
\xJ 

Solve for the length (Z) 

C^lnl 
b^ 

l = - —, (91) 
27ve^SQ 

where b is the racUus of the outer conductor, which is the racUus of the probe 

plus the gap thickness (tg) between the inner and outer conductors of the 
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probe (Figure 82). The value of tg is somewhat arbitrary. The gap should be 

large enough to prevent voltage breakdown across the gap, yet smaU enough 

to make I manageable. Starting with tg equal to 1 cm, it was adjusted to get 

a reasonable length. KI is too smaU, then it may be physicaUy difficult to 

mount the probe on the system. 

For the D-Dot probe for the Water Breakdown Experiment, the 

(Umensions were 

Ri =1.21kn, 

Ci = 0.65 pF, 

C2 = 32.50 pF, 

C3 = 1.66 nF, 
r = 2.96 cm, ^^2) 
t^ = 0.69 cm, 

b = 3.65 cm, 

d = 8.26 cm 

and, 

/ = 5.56 cm. 

The only change in the initial concUtions is Ci = 0.65 pF instead of 0.5 pF. 

This was necessary to get reasonable values of Cs and Ri. For the 

parameters Usted above, Vout would equal 15.6 V for Vin of 1 MV. 

D-Dot probe construction 

From the values Usted in Eq. (44) above, a set of drawings was 

generated. The body of the probe was made of aluminum with the insulator 
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Figure 82. Coaxial geometry for Eqs. (90) and (91). 
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made from nylon. A mounting plate was welded to the coaxial line so that 

the probe could be bolted to the coaxial Une without the need for any bolt 

heads to protrude into the line. A test setup was buUt from copper sheeting 

and consisted of two cone shaped end pieces which were bolted to the ends of 

the coaxial line section. A Une pulser was used to test the probe. A 1 kV, 

400 ns pulse was injected into the test setup which was terminated into a 50 

Q load. Measurements were made of the input voltage and the output 

voltage from the probe with the results shown in Figure 83. The top trace 

was the input signal measured with a Tektronix P-6015, 75 MHz bsmdwidth, 

probe. The bottom trace was the output of the D-Dot probe. It is interesting 

to note that the output of the D-Dot probe gives a better representation of the 

input signal than the Tektronix probe cUd. The frequency response of the 

Tektronix probe was only 75 MHz whUe the D-Dot was designed for 

100 MHz. From the sharpness of the curve on the bottom of Figure 83, it 

appears that the bandwidth of the D-Dot probe is much higher than 

100 MHz. 
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Figure 83. Output of the D-Dot probe. The top trace was the input 
signal measured with a 75 MHz bandwidth probe. The 
bottom trace was the output of the D-Dot probe. 
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APPENDIX C 

MATLAB PROGRAMS 

Notes: (1) AU MATLAB comments are preceded by a percent sign and 

(2) MATLAB commands that exceeded the margin spacing were continued 

with a hanging indent. In the actual program file, the margins would have 

to be set so the whole command would be on one Une. (3) Two sets of 

programs are given here as a representation of the type of programming that 

was done to analyze the data. The first set of programs - WAXl.M, 

WAX1A.M, and WAXIB.M - is an example of a set of data analyzed using 

only ^tests and the second set -- HCLl.M, HCL1A.M, and HCL IB.M -- is an 

example of a set of data analyzed using first an ANOVA and then ^tests. 

The function caUs used by these programs foUow the main programs. 

WAX1.M 

clear 

% This program loads the ASCII files and renames the data. Baseline data 

% variables start with a 'V whUe the wax data shots start with a "w". 

% BaseUne shots - same as for the polymer coating shots. 

Ioadbase02.asc 

ba= base02(:,2); 
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clear base02 

load base03.asc 

bb= base03(:,2); 

clear base03 

load base04.asc 

bc=base04(:,2); 

clear base04 

load baseOS.asc 

bd=base05(:,2); 

clear base05 

load base06.asc 

be=base06(:,2); 

clear base06 

load base07.asc 

bf= base07(:,2); 

clear base07 

load base08.asc 

bg= base08(:,2); 

clear base08 

load base09.asc 

bh= base09(:,2); 
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clear base09 

load base 10.asc 

bi=basel0(:,2); 

clear base 10 

load base 11.asc 

bj=basell(:,2); 

clear base 11 

% WAX shots 

load waxOl. asc 

wa= wax01(:,2); 

clear waxO 1 

load wax02.asc 

wb=wax02(:,2); 

clear wax02 

load wax03.asc 

wc= wax03(:,2); 

clear wax03 

load wax04.asc 

wd= wax04(:,2); 

clear wax04 

load wax05.asc 
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we= wax05(:,2); 

clear wax05 

load wax06.asc 

wf= wax06(:,2); 

clear wax06 

load wax07.asc 

wg= wax07(:,2); 

clear wax07 

load wax08.asc 

wh= wax08(:,2); 

clear wax08 

load wax09.asc 

wi= wax09(:,2); 

clear wax09 

load wax 10.asc 

wj= waxl0(:,2); 

clear wax 10 

% Adjust the shots so they aU overlap 

[bb]=adjust(b a,bb); 

[bc]=adjust(ba,bc); 

[bd]=adjust(ba,bd); 
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[be]=adjust(ba,be); 

[bfl=adjust(ba,bf); 

[bg]=adjust(ba,bg); 

[bh]=adjust(ba,bh); 

[bi]=adjust(ba,bi); 

[bj]=adjust(ba,bj); 

[wb]=adjust(wa,wb); 

[wc]=adjust(wa,wc); 

[wd]=adjust(wa,wd); 

lwe]=adjust(wa,we); 

lwf|=adjust(wa,wf); 

[wg]=adjust(wa,wg); 

[wh]=adjust(wa,wh); 

[wi]=adjust(wa,wi); 

[wj]=adjust(wa,wj); 

% Get "mean" waveforms. Take the mean of each set of data points. 

for xx=l:512 

templ=[ba(xx) bb(xx) bc(xx) bd(xx) be(xx) bf(xx) bg(xx) bh(xx) bi(xx) bj(xx)]; 

baseline(xx)=mean(temp 1); 

temp2=[wa(xx) wb(xx) wc(xx) wd(xx) we(xx) wf(xx) wg(xx) wh(xx) wi(xx) 

wj(xx)]; 
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wax(xx)=mean(temp2); 

end %(xx) 

tm=(0:511)/512*500; % timeUne values (x-axis) for plots. 

% Plot average waveforms. 

pIot(tm,baseUne/le-9,tm,wax/le-9) 

titleCBaseUne vs Black Wax Coating - Average Values (Adjusted)') 

xlabel('ns') 

ylabelCnV) 

save waxl 
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WAX1A.M 

% This program extracts the data needed for the statistical analysis and for 

% the graphs, 

clear 

load waxl 

% Correct the waveform in order to calculate the faU-time and faU-rate 

ba=fixcurve(ba,300); 

bb=fixcurye(bb,300); 

bc=fixcurve(bc,300); 

bd=fixcurve(bd,300); 

be=fixcurve(be,300); 

bf=fixcurve(bf,300); 

bg=fixcurve(bg,300); 

bh=fixcurye(bh,300); 

bi=fixcurye(bi, 300); 

bj =fixcurve(bj, 300); 

wa=fixcurve(wa,200); 

wb=fixcurve(wb,200); 

wc=fixcurye(wc, 2 00); 

wd=fixcurve(wd,200); 

we=fixcury e(we, 200); 
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wf =fixcurve(wf, 2 0 0); 

wg=fixcurve(wg,200); 

wh=fixcurye(wh,200); 

wi=fi:xcurve(wi, 2 00); 

wj=fixcurye(wj,200); 

tIength=500e-9; % length of scope display 

tx=tlength/512; % time between points 

% Set up vectors for teff, Vmax, faU-time, and faU-rate for both the baseUne 

% and the wax data. 

teffbaseUne=zeros(l, 10); 

maxbaseUne=zeros(l,10); % Vmax 

faUtimebase=zeros(l, 10); 

faIlratebase=zeros(l, 10); 

teffwax=zeros(l, 10); 

maxwax=zeros(l,10); 

faUtimewax=zeros(l, 10); 

faIlratewax=zeros(l, 10); 

% BASELINE =ba,bb,...,bj 

% Calcvilate teff, Vmax, faU-time, and faU-rate for each signal 

temp a=max(b a); 

tempb=find(ba(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 
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teffbaseUne(l)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseline(l)=tempa; 

faUtimebase(l)=faUtime(ba,tIength); 

faIlratebase(l)=faUrate(ba,tlength); 

temp a=max(bb); 

tempb=find(bb(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 

teffbaseUne(2)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxb aseline(2)=temp a; 

faUtimebase(2)=faUtime(bb ,tlength); 

faIlratebase(2)=faUrate(bb,tIength); 

temp a=max(bc); 

tempb=find(bc(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 

teffbaseUne(3)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseline(3)=tempa; 

faUtimebase(3)=faUtime(bc,tiength); 

faUratebase(3)=faIlrate(bc,tiength); 

tempa=max(bd); 

tempb=find(bd(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 

teffbaseUne(4)=(tempbOength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

m axb aseline(4)=temp a; 

faUtimebase(4)=faUtime(bd,tiength); 
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faUratebase(4)=faUrate(bd,tIength); 

temp a=max(be); 

tempb=find(be(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 

teffl) aseline(5)=(tempb (length (tempb)) -tempb( 1)) *tx; 

maxbaseline(5)=tempa; 

faUtimebase(5)=faUtime(be,tIength); 

faIIratebase(5)=faUrate(be,tIength); 

tempa=max(bf); 

tempb=find(bf(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 

teffbaseline(6)=(tempbflength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseline(6)=tempa; 

faUtimebase(6)=faUtime(bf,tIength); 

faIIratebase(6)=faUrate(bf,tIength); 

temp a=max(bg); 

tempb=find(bg(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 

tefft}aseUne(7)=(tempbGength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseUne(7)=tempa; 

faUtimebase(7)=faUtime(bg,tIength); 

fallratebase(7)=faUrate(bg,tIength); 

temp a=max(bh); 

tempb=find(bh(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 
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teffbaseline(8)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseUne(8)=tempa; 

faUtimeb ase(8)=faUtime(bh, tiength); 

fallratebase(8)=fallrate(bh,tlength); 

tempa=max(bi); 

tempb=find(bi(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 

teffbaseline(9)=(tempb(length(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseUne(9)=tempa; 

faUtimebase(9)=faUtime(bi,tIength); 

faUratebase(9)=faIlrate(bi,tIength); 

tempa=max(bj); 

tempb=find(bj(l:300)>=.63*tempa); 

teffbaseUne(10)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseline(10)=tempa; 

faUtimebase(10)=faUtime(bj,tiength); 

faUratebase( 10)=faUrate(bj,tiength); 

maxbasemean=mean(maxbaseUne); 

maxbasestd=std(maxbaseline); 

teffbasemean=mean(teffbaseUne); 

teffb asest d=st d(teffb aseline); 

faUtimebasemean=mean(faUtimebase); 
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faUtimeb asestd=st d(faUtimeb ase); 

faUratebasemean=mean(fallratebase); 

faUrateb asest d=std(fallrateb ase); 

%WAX 

temp a=max(wa); 

tempb=find(wa>=.63*tempa); 

teffwax(l)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxwax( l)=temp a; 

faUtime wax( l)=faUtime(wa, tiength); 

fallratewax( l)=faUrate(wa, tiength); 

tempa=max(wb); 

tempb=find(wb>=.63*tempa); 

teffwax(2)=(tempb(length(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxwax(2)=tempa; 

faUtimewax(2)=faUtime(wb ,tlength); 

faUrate wax(2)=faUr ate(wb, tiength); 

temp a=max(wc); 

tempb=find(wc>=.63*tempa); 

teffwax(3)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

m ax wax(3)=temp a; 

faUtimewax(3)=faUtime(wc,tlength); 
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faUratewax(3)=faUrate(wc, tiength); 

temp a=max(wd); 

tempb=fiiid(wd>=.63*tempa); 

teffwax(4)=(tempb(length(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxwax(4)=temp a; 

faUtimewax(4)=faUtime(wd, tiength); 

fallratewax(4)=fallrate(wd, tiength); 

temp a=max(we); 

tempb=fiiid(we>=.63*tempa); 

teffwax(5)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxwax(5)=temp a; 

faUtimewax(5)=faUtime(we,tIength); 

faUr ate wax(5)=fallr ate(we, tiength); 

tempa=max(wf); 

tempb=find(wf^=.63*tempa); 

teffwax(6)=(tempb(length(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxwax(6)=temp a; 

faUtimewax(6)=faUtime(wf,tiength); 

faUratewax(6)=faUrate(wf,tiength); 

tempa=max(wg); 

tempb=find(wg>=.63*tempa); 
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teffwax(7)=(tempbGength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxwax(7)=tempa; 

faUtimewax(7)=faUtime(wg,tlength); 

faIlratewax(7)=faUrate(wg,tIength); 

temp a=max(wh); 

tempb=find(wh>=.63*tempa); 

tefewax(8)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxwax(8)=tempa; 

faUtimewax(8)=faUtime(wh,tIength); 

fallratewax(8)=fallrate(wh,tlength); 

temp a=m ax(wi); 

tempb=find(wi>=.63*tempa); 

teffwax(9)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxwax(9)=tempa; 

faUtimewax(9)=faUtime(wi,tIength); 

fallratewax(9)=fallrate(wi, tiength); 

temp a=max(wj); 

tempb=find(wj>=.63*tempa); 

teffwax(10)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxwax(10)=tempa; 

faUtimewax( 10)=faUtime(wj,tiength); 
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faUratewax(10)=faUrate(wj,tiength); 

maxwaxmean=mean(maxwax); 

maxwaxstd=std(maxwax); 

teffwaxmean=mean(teffwax); 

teffwaxstd=std(teffwax); 

faUtimewaxmean=mean(faUtimewax); 

faUtime waxstd=std(faUtime wax); 

falIratewaxmean=mean(faUratewax); 

fallr ate waxstd=std(fallr atewax); 

% Group the means and standard deviations for each of the four parameters. 

maxmeans=[maxbasemean maxwaxmean]; 

maxstds=[maxbasestd maxwaxstd]; 

teffmeans=[teffbasemean teffwaxmean]; 

teffstds=[teffb asestd teffwaxstd]; 

faUtimemeans=[faUtimebasemean faUtimewaxmean]; 

faUtimestds=[faUtimeb asestd faUtimewaxstd]; 

faUratemeans=[fallratebasemean faUratewaxmean]; 

faUratestds=[faUratebasestd faUratewaxstd]; 

% Plot the data. 

xy=[0 6 0 ceU(max(te£&neans/le-9)+max(teffstds/le-9))*1.25]; 

axis(xy) 
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plot(tef&neans/le-9) 

errorbars(teffmeans/le-9,teffstds/le-9) 

ylabelCns') 

titleCBaseUne vs Black Wax - teff) 

pause 

print 

xy=[0 6 0 ceU(max(maxmeans/le-9)+max(maxstds/le-9))*1.25]; 

axis(xy) 

plot(maxmeans/le-9) 

errorbars(maxmeans/le-9,maxstds/le-9) 

ylabel('nV') 

titleCBaseUne vs Black Wax - Maximum Voltage') 

pause 

print 

xy=[0 6 0 ceU(max(faUtimemeans/le-9)+max(faUtimestds/le-9))*1.25]; 

axis(xy) 

pIot(faUtimemeans/le-9) 

errorbars(faUtimemeans/le-9,faUtimestds/le-9) 

ylabelCns') 

titleCBaseUne vs Black Wax - FaUtime') 

pause 
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print 

xy=[0 6 0 2.5]; 

axis(xy) 

plot(fallratemeans) 

errorbars(faIIratemeans,faUratestds) 

ylabelCnV/ns') 

titleCBaseUne vs Black Wax - FaUrate') 

print 

save wax la 
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WAX1B.M 

% This program does the statistical analysis of the data, 

clear 

load wax la 

% ^tests 

% Vmax 

df=18; 

(Usp(['Baseline vs. Black Wax']) 

disp(['']) 

disp(['t-test (df = ',num2str(df),') - Vmax']) 

M=[maxbaseUne' maxwax']; 

ttest % ttest does a series of ^tests on the data in the matrix M 

% Calculate the percent change between the two means. 

change(maxbaseUne,maxwax); 

% Teff 

M=[teffbaseUne' teffwax']; 

disp(['']) 

disp(['t-test (df = ',num2str(df),') - teff]) 

ttest; 

change(teffbaseUne,teffwax); 

disp(['']) 
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% FaU-time 

M=[faUtimebase' faUtimewax']; 

disp(['t-test (df = ',num2str(df),') - FaU-tiime']) 

disp(['']) 

ttest; 

change(faUtimebase,faUtimewax); 

% FaU-rate 

M=[fallratebase' fallratewax']; 

disp(['t-test (df = ',num2str(df),') - faU-rate']) 

disp([' •]) 

ttest; 

change(fallrateb ase ,faUr atewax); 
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HCL2.M 

% This program loads and renames ASCII data 

load hc2ba.asc 

ba=hc2ba; 

clear hc2ba 

load hc2bb.asc 

bb=hc2bb; 

clear hc2bb 

load hc2bc. asc 

bc=hc2bc; 

clear hc2bc 

load hc2 la. asc 

al=hc21a; 

clear hc2 la 

load hc2 lb. asc 

bl=hc21b; 

clear hc2 lb 

load hc2 lease 

cl=hc21c; 

clear hc2 Ic 

loadhc22a.asc 
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a2=hc22a; 

clear hc22a 

load hc22b.asc 

b2=hc22b; 

clear hc22b 

load hc22c.asc 

c2=hc22c; 

clear hc22c 

load hc23a.asc 

a3=hc23a; 

clear hc23a 

load hc2 3b. asc 

b3=hc23b; 

clear hc23b 

load hc23c.asc 

c3=hc23c; 

clear hc23c 

load hc24a.asc 

a4=hc24a; 

clear hc24a 

load hc24b.asc 
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b4=hc24b; 

clear hc24b 

load hc24c.asc 

c4=hc24c; 

clear hc24c 

load hc25a.asc 

a5=hc25a; 

clear hc25a 

load hc25b.asc 

b5=hc25b; 

clear hc25b 

load hc25c.asc 

c5=hc25c; 

clear hc25c 

% baseline = ba,bb,bc 

% series 1 = al ,bl ,cl 0.1 M HCI 

% series 2 = a2,b2,c2 0.5 M HCI 

% series 3 = a3,b3,c3 1.0 M HCI 

% series 4 = a4,b4,c4 5.0 M HCI 

% series 5 = a5,b5,c5 10.0 M HCI 

% Adjust waveforms for "best fit" 
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[bb]=adjust(ba,bb); 

[bc]=adjust(ba,bc); 

[bl]=adjust(al,bl); 

[cl]=adjust(al,cl); 

[b2]=adjust(a2,b2); 

[c2]=adjust(a2,c2); 

[b3]=adjust(a3,b3); 

[c3]=adjust(a3,c3); 

[b4]=adjust(a4,b4); 

[c4]=adjust(a4,c4); 

[b5]=adjust(a5,b5); 

[c5]=adjust(a5,c5); 

% Get average waveforms 

for xx=l:512 

temp l=[ba(xx) bb(xx) bc(xx)]; 

baseUne(xx)=mean(temp 1); 

templ=[al(xx) bl(xx) cl(xx)]; 

set l(xx)=mean (temp 1); 

templ=[a2(xx) b2(xx) c2(xx)]; 

set2(xx)=mean(temp 1); 

temp l=[a3(xx) b3(xx) c3(xx)]; 
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set3(xx)=mean(temp 1); 

templ=[a4(xx) b4(xx) c4(xx)]; 

set4(xx)=mean(temp 1); 

templ=[a5(xx) b5(xx) c5(xx)]; 

set5(xx)=mean(temp 1); 

end %(xx) 

[setl]=adjust(baseUne,setl); 

[set2]=adjust(baseUne,set2); 

[set3]=adjust(baseUne,set3); 

[set4]=adjust(baseUne,set4); 

[set5]=adjust(baseUne,set5); 

tm=(0:511)/512*500; % timeUne values (x-axis) 

% Plot average signals 

pIot(tm,baseUne*le3,tm,setl*le3,tm,set2*le3,tm,set3*le3,tm,set4*le3,tm, 

set5*le3) 

titleCBaseUne vs HCl - Average Values') 

xlabel('ns') 

ylabel('mV') 

save hcI2 
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HCL2A.M 

% This program calculates the teff, Vmax, faU-time, and faU-rate for each of 

% the five data sets and the baseUne. 

clear 

load hcI2 

% Scale the data by 1000 

ba=ba*1000; 

bb=bb*1000; 

bc=bc*1000; 

al=al*1000; 

bl=bl*1000; 

cl=cl*1000; 

a2=a2*1000; 

b2=b2*1000; 

c2=c2*1000; 

a3=a3*1000; 

b3=b3*1000; 

c3=c3*1000; 

a4=a4*1000; 

b4=b4*1000; 

c4=c4*1000; 
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a5=a5*1000; 

b5=b5*1000; 

c5=c5*1000; 

tIength=500e-9; % length of scope cUspIay 

tx=tlength/512; % time between each data point 

% Set up vectors and matrices (M) for each of the parameters 

teffbaseUne=zeros(l,3); 

tefflicl l=zeros( 1,3); 

teffhcI2=zeros(l,3); 

teffhcI3=zeros(l,3); 

teffhcI4=zeros( 1,3); 

teffhcl5=zeros(l,3); 

Mteff=zeros(3,6); 

maxbaseUne=zeros(l,3); 

maxhcll=zeros(l,3); 

maxhcl2=zeros(l,3); 

maxhcI3=zeros(l,3); 

maxhcI4=zeros(l,3); 

maxhcl5=zeros(l,3); 

Mmax=zeros(3,6); 

faUtimeb aseUne=zeros( 1,3); 
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faUtimehcI l=zeros( 1,3) 

faUtimehcI2=zeros( 1,3) 

faUtimehcI3=zeros( 1,3) 

faUtimehcl4=zeros( 1,3) 

faUtimehcl5=zeros( 1,3) 

MfaUtime=zeros(3,6); 

faUr ateb aseIine=zeros( 1,3); 

faUratehcll=zeros(l,3) 

faUratehcI2=zeros( 1,3) 

faIlratehcl3=zeros( 1,3) 

fallratehcl4=zeros( 1,3) 

falIratehcl5=zeros( 1,3) 

MfaUrate=zeros(3,6); 

% Calculate teff, Vmax, faU-time, and faU-rate for each of the data sets 

% baseUne = ba,bb,bc 

tempa=max(ba); 

tempb=find(ba>=.63*tempa); 

teffbaseline(l)=(tempb(length(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseUne(l)=tempa; 

faUtimebase(l)=faUtime(ba,tlength); 

fallr ateb ase( l)=faUrate(b a, tiength); 
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tempa=max(bb); 

tempb=find(bb>=.63*tempa); 

teffbaseline(2)=(tempb0ength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseline(2)=tempa; 

faUtimebase(2)=faUtime(bb,tIength); 

faUratebase(2)=faUrate(bb,tIength); 

tempa=max(bc); 

tempb=find(bc>=.63*tempa); 

teffb aseUne(3)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxbaseUne(3)=tempa; 

faUtimeb ase(3)=faUtime(bc,tIength); 

fallratebase(3)=fallrate(bc,tiength); 

teffbasemean=mean(teffbaseline); 

teffb asestd=std(teffb aseUne); 

maxbasemean=mean(maxbaseUne); 

m axb asestd=std(maxb aseUne); 

faUtimebasemean=mean(faUtimebase); 

faUtimebasestd=std(faUtimebase); 

fallratebasemean=mean(fallratebase); 

faUrateb asest d=std(faUr ateb ase); 

% series 1 = al ,bl ,c l (0.1 M HCI) 
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tempa=max(al); 

tempb=find(al>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcll(l)=(tempbQength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcl 1 (l)=temp a; 

faUtimehcI 1 (l)=faUtime(a 1, tiength); 

fallratehcl 1 (l)=faUrate(a 1, tiength); 

tempa=max(bl); 

tempb=find(b l>=.63*tempa); 

tefQicll(2)=(tempb(length(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcl 1 (2)=temp a; 

faUtimehcll(2)=faUtime(b l,tlength); 

faUratehcIl(2)=falIrate(b l,tlength); 

tempa=max(c 1); 

tempb=find(cl>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcl 1 (3)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb( l))*tx; 

maxhcl 1 (3)=temp a; 

faUtimehcI l(3)=faUtime(c 1 ,tlength); 

faUratehcI 1 (3)=faUrate(c 1, tiength); 

tefflicl lmean=mean(teffhcl 1); 

teffhcl lstd=std(teffhcl 1); 

maxhcl lmean=mean (maxhcl 1); 
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maxhcllstd=std(maxhcll); 

faUtimehcI lmean=mean(faUtimehcI 1); 

faUtimehcI 1 std=std(faUtimehcI 1); 

faUratehcl lmean=mean(fallratehcl 1); 

faUr atehcl 1 std=st d(fallr atehcl 1); 

% series 2 = a2,b2,c2 (0.5 M HCI) 

tempa=max(a2); 

tempb=find(a2>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcI2(l)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcI2(l)=tempa; 

faUtimehcI2(l)=faUtime(a2,tIength); 

faIlratehcI2(l)=faUrate(a2,tIength); 

tempa=max(b2); 

tempb=find(b2>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcl2(2)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcI2(2)=tempa; 

faUtimehcl2(2)=faUtime(b2,tIength); 

faUr atehcI2 (2)=faUrate(b2 ,tlength); 

tempa=max(c2); 

tempb=find(c2>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcl2(3)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 
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m axhcI2 (3)=temp a; 

faUtimehcl2 (3)=faUtime(c2, tiength); 

fallr atehcI2 (3)=fallrate(c2 ,tiength); 

teffhcl2mean=mean(teffhcI2); 

teffhcI2std=std(teffhcI2); 

maxhcI2mean=mean(maxhcl2); 

maxhcI2std=std(maxhcI2); 

faUtimehcl2mean=mean(faUtimehcI2); 

faUtimehcI2std=std(faUtimehcl2); 

fallratehcI2mean=mean(faIlratehcI2); 

faUratehcI2std=std(faUratehcI2); 

% series 3 = a3,b3,c3 (1.0 M HCI) 

temp a=max(a3); 

tempb=find(a3>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcI3(l)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcI3(l)=tempa; 

faUtimehcI3(l)=faUtime(a3,tIength); 

faUratehcI3(l)=faIIrate(a3,tlength); 

tempa=max(b3); 

tempb=find(b3>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcI3(2)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 
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maxhcI3(2)=tempa; 

faUtimehcI3(2)=faUtime(b3,tlength); 

faUratehcl3(2)=faUrate(b3,tIength); 

tempa=max(c3); 

tempb=find(c3>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcI3(3)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcI3(3)=tempa; 

faUtimehcI3(3)=faUtime(c3,tIength); 

faUratehcl3(3)=faUrate(c3,tIength); 

tefQicI3mean=mean(tefflicI3); 

teffhcI3std=std(teffhcI3); 

maxhcl3mean=mean(maxhcI3); 

maxhcI3std=std(maxhcI3); 

faUtimehcI3mean=mean(faUtimehcI3); 

faUtimehcl3std=std(faUtimehcI3); 

faUratehcI3mean=mean(faUratehcI3); 

faUratehcl3std=std(fallratehcI3); 

% series 4 = a4,b4,c4 (5.0 M HCI) 

tempa=max(a4); 

tempb=find(a4>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcl4(l)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 
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maxhcI4( l)=temp a; 

faUtimehcI4(l)=faUtime(a4,tlength); 

fallratehcl4(l)=fallrate(a4,tlength); 

temp a=max(b4); 

tempb=find(b4>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcI4(2)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcI4(2)=temp a; 

faUtimehcI4(2)=faUtime(b4,tiength); 

faUratehcI4(2)=faIlrate(b4,tIength); 

temp a=max(c4); 

tempb=find(c4>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcI4(3)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcI4(3)=tempa; 

faUtimehcI4(3)=faUtime(c4,tIength); 

faUratehcl4(3)=fallrate(c4,tiength); 

teffhcI4mean=mean(teffhcI4); 

teffhcl4std=std(teffhcI4); 

maxhcI4mean=mean(maxhcI4); 

maxhcl4std=std(maxhcI4); 

faUtimehcl4mean=mean(faUtimehcI4); 

faUtimehcl4std=std(faUtimehcI4); 
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fallratehcl4mean=mean(fallratehcl4); 

faIlratehcI4std=std(faUratehcI4); 

% series 5 = a5,b5,c5 (10.0 M HCl) 

tempa=max(a5); 

tempb=find(a5>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcl5(l)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcl5(l)=tempa; 

faUtimehcI5(l)=faUtime(a5,tIength); 

faUratehcI5(l)=faUrate(a5,tIength); 

tempa=max(b5); 

tempb=find(b5>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcI5(2)=(tempbaength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

m axhcI5 (2)=temp a; 

faUtimehcI5(2)=faUtime(b5,tiength); 

faIlratehcI5(2)=faUrate(b5,tlength); 

tempa=max(c5); 

tempb=find(c5>=.63*tempa); 

teffhcI5(3)=(tempb(Iength(tempb))-tempb(l))*tx; 

maxhcI5(3)=tempa; 

faUtimehcI5(3)=faUtime(c5,tIength); 

faUratehcl5(3)=faUrate(c5,tIength); 
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teffhcl5mean=mean(teffhcI5); 

teffhcI5std=std(teffhcI5); 

maxhcI5mean=mean(maxhcI5); 

maxhcI5std=std(maxhcI5); 

faUtimehcI5mean=mean(faUtimehcI5); 

faUtimehcI5st d=std(faUtimehcI5); 

faUratehcl5mean=mean(faIlratehcl5); 

fallratehcI5std=std(faUratehcI5); 

% Put means and standard deviations into vectors 

teffmeans=[teffbasemean tefihcUmean teffhcI2mean teffhcI3mean 

tefQicI4mean tefQicI5mean ]*le9; 

teffstds=[teffbasestd teffhcUstd tefQicI2std teffhcl3std teffhcI4std teffhcI5std 

]*le9; 

maxmeans=[maxbasemean maxhclImean maxhcI2mean maxhcl3mean 

maxhcl4mean maxhcI5mean]; 

maxstds=[maxbasestd maxhcl Istd maxhcl2std maxhcI3std maxhcI4std 

maxhcI5std]; 

faUtimemeans=[faUtimebasemean faUtimehcIImean faUtimehcI2mean 

faUtimehcI3mean faUtimehcI4mean faUtimehcl5mean]*le9; 

faUtimestds=[faUtimebasestd faUtimehcI Istd faUtimehcI2std faUtimehcI3std 

faUtimehcI4std faUtimehcI5std]*le9; 
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faUratemeans=[faUratebasemean faUratehcl Imean fallratehcI2mean 

faUratehcI3mean faUratehcI4mean faUratehcI5mean]/le9; 

faUratestds=[faUratebasestd faUratehcl Istd faUratehcI2std faUratehcl3std 

faUratehcI4std faUratehcl5std]/le9; 

% Set up matrices for ^tests 

Mteff=[teffbaseUne' teffhcll' teffhcl2' teffhcI3' tefihcI4' tefQicl5']; 

Mmax=[maxbaseUne' maxhcU' maxhcI2' maxhcI3' maxhcl4' maxhcI5']; 

MfaUtime=[faUtimebase' faUtimehcIl' faUtimehcI2' faUtimehcI3' faUtimehcI4' 

faUtimehcI5']; 

MfaUrate=[faUratebase' faUratehcU' fallratehcl2' faUratehcI3' fallratehcI4' 

faIIratehcI5']; 

% Plot the data 

xy=[0 7 0 ceU(max(means+stds)*1.25)]; 

axis(xy) 

plot(means) 

errorbars(means,stds) 

ylabel('ns') 

titleCBaseUne vs HCI Added to the Water (2nd Series) - Mean teff) 

textC6,25,'BaseUne') 

text(1.6,25,'0.1e-4') 

text(2.6,25,'0.5e-4') 
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text(3.6,25,'1.0e-4') 

text(4.6,30,'5.0e-4') 

text(5.6,150,'10.0e-4') 

pause 

print 

xy=[0 7 0 ceU(max(maxmeans+maxstds)*1.25)]; 

axis(xy) 

pIot(maxmeans) 

errorbars(maxmeans,maxstds) 

ylabel('mV') 

titleCBaseUne vs HCI Added to the Water (2nd Series) - Mean Maximum 

Voltage') 

textC6,14,'BaseUne') 

text(1.6,13,'0.1e-4') 

text(2.6,12.5,'0.5e-4') 

text(3.6,12,'1.0e-4') 

text(4.6,10,'5.0e-4') 

text(5.6,8,'10.0e-4') 

pause 

print 

xy=[0 7 -15 ceU(max(faUtimemeans+faUtimestds)*1.25)]; 
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axis(xy) 

plot(faUtimemeans) 

errorbars(faUtimemeans,faUtimestds) 

ylabelCns') 

titleCBaseUne vs HCI Added to the Water (2nd Series)- Mean FaUtime') 

text(.6,45,'BaseUne') 

text(1.6,35,'0.1e-4') 

text(2.6,35,'0.5e-4') 

text(3.6,35,'1.0e-4') 

text(4.6,35,'5.0e-4') 

text(5.6,25,'10.0e-4') 

pause 

print 

xy=[0 7 - l 1]; 

axis(xy) 

pIot(faIlratemeans) 

errorb ar s(fallr ateme ans ,fallr at es t ds) 

ylabelCmV/ns') 

titleCBaseUne vs HCI Added to the Water (2nd Series)- Mean FaUrate') 

textC6,-.25,'BaseIine') 

text(1.6,-.25,'O.le-4') 
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text(2.6,-.25, •0.5e-4') 

text(3.6,-.25, 'l.Oe-4') 

text(4.6,-.25, '5.0e-4') 

text(5.6,-.25,'10.0e-4') 

print 

save hcI2a 
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HCL2B.M 

% This program does the statistical analysis of the HCI data, 

clear 

load hcI2a 

% Calculate the ANOVA's 

[F,sst,ssb,ssw,msb,msw,dfsst,dfssb,(ffssw]=anoya(Mteff); 

disp(['']) 

disp(['Analysis of Variance (df = ',num2str(dfssb),',',num2str(dfssw),')']) 

disp([' F a']) 

disp(['teff ',num2str(F)]) 

[F,sst,ssb,ssw,msb,msw,cffsst,cffssb,cffssw]=anovaCMinax); 

disp(['Vmax ',num2str(F)]) 

[F,sst,ssb,ssw,msb,msw,dfsst,dfssb,(ffssw]=anova(MfaUtime); 

disp(['FaUtime ',num2str(F)]) 

[F,sst,ssb,ssw,msb,msw,cffsst,(ffssb,(ffssw]=anoya(MfalIrate); 

disp(['FaIlrate ',num2str(F)]) 

% Calculate the ^tests for each set of data 

disp(['']) 

disp(['']) 

disp(['teff]) 

miUti_t(Mteff); 
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disp(['']) 

disp(['Vmax']) 

multi_t(Mmax); 

disp(['']) 

disp(['FaUtime']) 

muIti_t(MfaUtime); 

disp(['']) 

disp(['Fallrate']) 

muIti_t(Mfallr ate); 
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ADJUST.M 

function [z]=adjust(x,y) 

% ADJUST rotates one curve so that the sum of squared difference is at 

% a minimum 

% Function caU is 

% [z]=adjust(x,y) 

% where z is the curve y rotated to best fit curve x. 

% X is not changed. 

checkx=size(x); 

checky=size(y); 

ff checkx(l)==l,x=x';end %ff 

ff checky(l)==l,y=y';end %ff 

tempadjl=y; 

sscUy=zerosOength(y), 1); 

for i=l:length(y) 

sscUv(i)=sum((x-tempadj 1).^2); 

tempadj l=rotate(y,i); 

end 

tempadj3=find(ssdiv==min(ssdiv)); 

z=rotate(y,tempadj3); 
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ANOVA.M 

function [F,(ffssb,(ffssw]=anova(M) 

% ANOVA - calciUates the Analysis of Variance of an LxM size Matrix. 

% The columns of the matrix represents the trial groups. The program 

% returns the F value and the degrees of freedom needed to look up the 

% results in a F table. 

% Function caU is: 

% [F,sst,ssb,ssw,msb,msw,dfsst,(ffssb,(ffssw]=anova(M) 

% where cffssb is the degrees of freedom between the groups and cffssw 

% is the degrees of freedom within the groups. 

[I m]=size(M); 

a=sum(M(:)); 

b=M.^2; 

c=sum(b(:)); 

n=I*m; 

correct=a^2/n; 

sst=c-correct; 

d=sum(M); 

d=d.^2; 

e=sum(d); 

f=e/I; 
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ssb=f-correct; 

ssw=sst-ssb; 

(ffsst=n-l; 

dfssb=m-l; 

dfssw=(ffsst-cffssb; 

mst=sst/cffsst; 

msb=ssb/cffssb; 

msw=ssw/(ffssw; 

F=msb/msw; 
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CHANGE .M 

function [x]=CHANGE(a,b) 

% CHANGE - calculates the percent change between the means of two 

% 

% 

% 

% 

vectors 

Function caU is 

[x]=CHANGE(a,b) 

where a and b are two vectors 

x=((mean(b)-mean(a))/mean(a))* 100; 

disp(['Change = ',num2str(x),' %']) 
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FALLRATE.M 

function faUrt=faUrate(u,tlength) 

% FALLRATE calculates C^90-V10)/(t90-tl0) - the time rate of change of 

% the voltage during the faUtime of the function u. tiength is the scope 

% cUspIay time. 

% Function caU is in the form 

% [y]=faUrate(x,t) 

% where x is a IxN vector and t is the length of the total time of the 

% function. 

txmax=find(u==max(u)); 

txmin=Iength(u); 

for i=txmax:txmin 

ff u(i)<u(i+l),minval=i;,break,end 

end 

vmax=u(txmax); 

ymin=u(miny al); 

y90=.9*(ymax-ymin)+vmin; 

v 10=. l*(ymax-ymin)+ymin; 

y=find(u( 1 :miny al)>y90); 

i90=yaength(y)); 

y=find(u(l:minyal)>vlO); 
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ilO=yaength(y)); 

deltav=y90-vl0; 

deltat=(ilO-i90)*tIength/512; 

faUrt=deItay/deItat; 
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FALLTIME.M 

function faUtm=faUtime(u,tIength) 

% FALLTIME calculates the 10%-90% faUtime of the function u. 

% Function caU is in the form 

% 

% 

[y]=faUtime(x,t) 

where x is a IxN vector and t is the length of the total time. 

txmax=find(u==m£tx(u)); 

txmin=length(u); 

for i=txmax:txmin 

ff u(i)<u(i+l),minval=i;,break,end 

end 

ymax=u(txmax); 

vmin=u(minval); 

v90=.9*(ymax-vmin)+ymin; 

v 10=. l*(vmax-ymin)+vniin; 

y=find(u( 1 :minval)>v90); 

i90=yaength(y)); 

y=find(u(l:minval)>ylO); 

ilO=yaength(y)); 

faUtm=(ilO-i90)*tlength/512; 
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FIXCURVE.M 

function [y]=fixcurve(u,maxnum) 

% FIXCURVE - corrects the smaU bumps on the falling part of the voltage 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

signal. 

Function caU is 

[y]=FIXCURVE(u,n) 

where u is the signal vector and n is the point value of the 

bottom of the curve. 

n=fiiid(u==max(u)); 

m=find(u(n:maxnum)==min(u(n:maxnum))); 

o=m+n-l; 

for i=n+l:o 

ff u(i)>u(i-l), u(i)=u(i-l);, end 

end 

y=u; 
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MULTT T.M 

function(M) 

% This program takes an m x n matrix (M) and returns the t-test for each 

% pair of data series (columns). No variables are returned but the values of 

% the t-tests are printed on the screen. 

[row,col]=size(M); 

for count l=l:coI-l 

for count2=countl+l:col 

Ml=M(:,countl); 

M2=M(:,count2); 

sdl=sum(Ml.'^2)-sum(Ml)^2/row; 

sd2=sum(M2.^2)-sum(M2)^2/row; 

tempta=(sdl+sd2)/((row- l)*row); 

t=abs(mean(Ml)-mean(M2))/sqrt(tempta); 

df=2*(row-l); 

disp(['']) 

disp(['t',num2str(countl),',',num2str(count2),=',num2str(t), 

• df=',num2str(df)]) 

end %(count2) 

end % (count 1) 
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TTEST.M 

% This program is a subroutine that calculates the various f-tests between 

% the columns of the matrix M. It prints out the results directly to the 

% screen. This program can only be used on data sets that are equal 

% lengths. 

[row,coI]=size(M); 

for count l=l:col-l 

for count2=countl+l:coI 

M1=M(:,count 1); 

M2=M(:,count2); 

sdl=sum(Ml.'^2)-sum(Ml)^2/row; 

sd2=sum(M2.^2)-sum(M2)^2/row; 

tempta=(sdl+sd2)/((row- l)*row); 

t=abs(mean(Ml)-mean(M2))/sqrt(tempta); 

df=2*(row-l); 

disp(['']) 

disp(['t',num2str(countl),',',num2str(count2),'=',num2str(t)]) 

end %(count2) 

end %(countl) 
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APPENDIX D 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMS 

Notes: (1) AU Assembly Language comments are preceded by a 

semicolon and (2) Assembly Language commands that exceeded the margin 

spacing were continued with a hangiag indent. In the actual program file, 

the margins would have to be set so that the whole command would be on one 

Une. 

WAVEFORM Program 

This program was written to change the filenames of the RAW video 

files created by DCSOlGPH. It was written in Assembly Language and 

compUed with A86, which is similar to Microsoft's Assembly Language 

compUer. The way the program works is to first run the DOS command 

DIR *.RAW /B /0-D /-P 

and save the output to the file WAVEFORM.TMP. The switch /B just 

(Usplays the filenames without any other information, /0-D, Usts the latest 

file first based on the file creation date and time, /-P turns off the page 

display mode (screen stops after it fiUs a page then waits for a key to be 

pressed before displajring another screen). 

The program then opens the file WAVEFORM.TMP and reads the first 
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; 8 bytes (filename) and saves it in the location LAST_FILE, This is the last 

; RAW file that was created by DCS. It checks to see ff the filename is 5 to 8 

; bytes long and shifts the filename extension ff there are less than 8 bytes in 

; the filename. 

; Next, the program loads the file WAVEFORM.FIL which contains the 

; previous filename that was used (ex: 95052403). It increments this 

; filename and cUspIays it on the screen to confirm that it is correct, ff it 

: isn't correct, enter the correct filename. 

; The program then runs the DOS command COPY to create a new RAW 

; image file with the new filename. I had the program copy the file rather 

; than rename it. In case something goes wrong you wiU always have the 

; original file. Next, the program runs the DOS program RAW2VID to 

; display the image on the monitor, ff this is the correct image, then the 

; program is finished. I have tried to include as much error catching as 

; reasonably possible, ff you have problem that involve the DOS programs, 

; check to make sure that those programs are in the same subdirectory as this 

; program (except for DIR and COPY), ff you have any other problems, you 

; wiU have to find someone that can debug an assembly language program or 

; see ff you can track me down. 

JMP START 

COMMAND LINE DB "\COMMAND.COM",0 
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DEFAULT_COMMAND DB 2EH,"/C DIR ????????.RAW /B /0-D /-P > " 

TEMP_FILE DB "WAVEFORM.TMP",0 

DEFAULT_C0MMAND2 DB 21H,"/C COPY" 

COPYl DB 8H DUP(0),".RAW " 

C0PY2 DB "LASTFILE.RAW" 

DEFAULT_C0MMAND3 DB 17H,"/C RAW2VID " 

RAW2VID1 DB 8H DUP(0),".RAW" 

DEFAULT_C0MMAND4 DB 27H,"/C RAW2BIN " 

RAW2BIN1 DB 8H DUP(0),".RAW \PSTYLER2\X.RAW" 

OLD_FILE DB "WAVEFORM.FIL",0 

PRINT 1 DB "IS THE FILE NAME GOING TO BE " 

LAST.FILE DB 8H DUP(20H),0 ,"$" 

NEW_FILE DB 8H DUP(OH),0 

PARAMETER_BLOCK DB OAH DUP(O) 

FILE.HANDLE DW 0 

LINEFEED DB OAH, ODH,"$" 

QUESTION_MARK DB "? (YIN ENTER=Y) $" 

PRINT2 DB "ENTER CORRECT FILE NAME > $" 

CORRECT_FELE DB 09H,0,09H DUP(20H) 

PRINT3 DB "COPYING" 

C0PY3 DB "12345678.RAW TO " 
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C0PY4 DB "LASTFILE.RAW $" 

ERRMSGl DB "UNABLE TO OPEN CHNGNAME.TMP, CHECK TO SEE IF 

IT EXISTS.",ODH,OAH,"IF NOT, ERROR OCCURED CREATING THE 

DIRECTORY FILE.",ODH,OAH,"$" 

ERRMSG2 DB "UNABLE TO READ CHNGNAME.TMP, CHECK TO SEE IF 

IT EXISTS.",ODH,OAH,"CHECK THE FILE BEFORE ROCEEDING.", 

ODH, OAH, "$" 

ERRMSG3 DB "UNABLE TO CLOSE CHNGNAME.TMP, CHECK TO SEE 

IF IT EXISTS.",ODH,OAH,"CHECK THE FILE BEFORE 

PROCEEDING.",0DH, OAH, "$" 

ERRMSG4 DB "UNABLE TO OPEN CHNGNAME.FIL, CHECK TO SEE IF 

IT EXISTS.",ODH,OAH,"IF NOT, CREATE CHNGNAME.FIL.", ODH, 

OAH, "$" 

ERRMSG5 DB "UNABLE TO READ CHNGNAME.FIL, CHECK TO SEE IF 

IT EXISTS.",ODH,OAH,"CHECK THE FILE BEFORE 

PROCEEDING.", ODH, OAH, "$" 

ERRMSG6 DB "UNABLE TO CLOSE CHNGNAME.FIL, CHECK TO SEE IF 

IT EXISTS.",ODH,OAH,"CHECK THE FILE BEFORE 

PROCEEDING.", ODH, OAH, "$" 

ERRMSG8 DB "UNABLE TO WRITE TO CHNGNAME.FIL, CHECK TO 

SEE IF IT EXISTS.",ODH,OAH,"CHECK THE FILE BEFORE 
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PROCEEDING.", ODH, OAH,"$" 

ERRMSGIO DB "UNABLE TO DELETE CHNGNAME.TMP, CHECK TO 

SEE IF IT EXISTS.",ODH,OAH,"DELETE THE FILE BEFORE 

RUNNING PROGRAM AGAIN.",ODH,0AH,"$" 

PRINT4 DB "IS THIS THE CORRECT VIDEO FILE? (Y/N ENTER=Y) $" 

PRINTS DB "WRONG FILE WAS CONVERTED, CHECK RAW FILE 

CREATED BY DCS",ODH,OAH,"AND PROGRAM WILL 

TERMINATE.$" 

PRINT6 DB "RAW FILE HAS BEEN COPIED TO \PSTYLER2\X.RAW", 

ODH, OAH,"$" 

START: 

MOV BX, lOOOH ; aUocate memory space to run DOS commands 

MOV AH,4AH 

INT 2IH 

MOV AX,CS 

MOVDS,AX 

MOV ES,AX 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+2],OFFSET 

DEFAULT_COMMAND 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+4],DS 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+6],SS 
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MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+8],SP 

MOV DX,OFFSET COMMAND_LINE 

MOV BX, OFFSET PARAMETER_BLOCK 

MOV AL,0 

M0VAH,4BH ; run DOS command 

INT 2 IH 

M0VAH,3DH ; Open temp file 

MOV DX,OFFSET TEMP_FILE 

MOV AL,0 

INT 2 IH 

JNC ERROR 1 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSGl 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT_PROGRAM ; Exit program 

ERROR 1: 

MOV FILE_HANDLE,AX 

MOV BX,AX ; FILE HANDLE 

MOV AH,3FH 

MOV DX,OFFSET NEW_FILE 

MOVCX, 8H ; Number of bytes 

INT21H 
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JNC ERR0R2 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSG2 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT PROGRAM ; Exit program 

ERR0R2: 

MOV AH,3EH ; Close temp file 

MOV BX,FILE_HANDLE 

INT 2 IH 

JNC ERR0R3 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSG3 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT PROGRAM ; Exit program 

ERR0R3: 

MOV AH,3DH ; Open CHNGNAME.FIL 

MOV DX,OFFSET OLD_FILE 

MOV AL,0 

INT21H 

JNC ERR0R4 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSG4 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT_PROGRAM ; Exit program 
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ERR0R4: 

MOV FILE_HANDLE,AX 

MOV BX,AX ; FUe handle 

M0VAH,3FH ;Loadfile 

MOV DX,OFFSET LAST_FILE 

MOVCX, 8H ; Number of bytes 

INT21H 

JNC ERR0R5 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSG5 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT_PROGRAM ; Exit program 

ERR0R5: 

M0VAH,3EH ; Close chngname.fil 

MOV BX,FILE_HANDLE 

INT21H 

JNC ERR0R6 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSG6 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT_PROGRAM ; Exit program 

ERR0R6: 

INC LAST FILE+7 
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CMP LAST_FILE+7,3AH ; look to see ff the last digit of the filename is 

JNZ INC_END ; greater than 9, ff so change to 0, and increment 

MOV LAST_FILE+7,30H ; the lO's digit 

INC LAST_FILE+6 

INC_END: 

; CHECK NEW FILENAME 

CHECK_NAME: 

MOV DX, OFFSET PRINT 1 ; asks for input to see ff the filename is correct 

CALL PRINT_LINE 

MOV DX, OFFSET QUESTION_MARK 

CALL PRINT_LINE 

; Get keyboard input 

KEYBOARD 1: 

MOV AH,08H 

INT21H 

CMP AL,"Y" 

JZ KEYB0ARD2 

CMP AL,"y" 

JZ KEYB0ARD2 

CMP AL,ODH 

JZ KEYB0ARD4 
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CMP AL,"N" 

JZ KEYB0ARD3 

CMP AL,"n" 

JNZ KEYBOARD 1 

KEYB0ARD3: 

; Get correct file name ff filename is wrong, prompt for correct name 

CALL PRINT_YN 

MOV DX, OFFSET PRINT2 

CALL PRINT_LINE 

MOV AH,OAH ; Buffered keyboard input to get new filename 

MOV DX, OFFSET CORRECT.FILE 

INT21H 

MOV CX,8 ; Move the correct filename to LAST_FILE 

MOV SI,OFFSET C0RRECT_FILE+2 

MOV DI,OFFSET LAST_FILE 

REPZ 

MOVSB 

MOV AH,09H 

MOV DX, OFFSET LINEFEED 

INT21H 

JMP CHECK NAME 
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KEYB0ARD2: 

CALL PRINT_YN 

JMP KEYBOARD_END 

KEYB0ARD4: 

MOV AL,"Y' 

JMP KEYB0ARD2 

KEYBOARD_END: 

; Copy the original raw file to the new raw file 

; Move the file names to the copy command Une 

MOV CX,8 

MOV SI,OFFSET NEW_FILE 

MOV DI,OFFSET COPYl 

REPZ 

MOVSB 

MOV CX,8 

MOV SI,OFFSET LAST_FILE 

MOV DI,OFFSET C0PY2 

REPZ 

MOVSB 

; Check for periods in the new filename for filenames that only have less than 

; 8 characters. 
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; 7 Characters 

CMP BYTE PTR [C0PY1+7],2EH 

JNZ CHECKl 

MOV CX,3 

MOV SI,OFFSET COPYl+9 

MOV DI,OFFSET COPYl+8 

REPZ 

MOVSB 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPY1+OBH],20H 

CHECKl: 

;6 Characters 

CMP BYTE PTR [C0PY1+6],2EH 

JNZ CHECK2 

MOV CX,2 

MOV SI,OFFSET COPYl+OAH 

MOV DI,OFFSET COPYl+8 

REPZ 

MOVSB 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPYl+OAH],20H 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPY1+OBH],20H 

CHECK2: 
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;5 Characters 

CMP BYTE PTR [C0PY1+5],2EH 

JNZ CHECK3 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPYl+8],"W" 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPY1+09H],20H 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPY 1+0AH],20H 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPY1+OBH],20H 

CHECK3: 

;4 Characters 

CMP BYTE PTR [C0PY1+4],2EH 

JNZ CHECK4 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPY1+08H],20H 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPY1+09H],20H 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPY 1+0AH],2OH 

MOV BYTE PTR [COPY1+OBH],20H 

CHECK4: 

; Print COPY statement to the screen 

MOV CX,OCH 

MOV SI,OFFSET COPYl 

MOV DI,OFFSET C0PY3 

REPZ 
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MOVSB 

MOV CX,OCH 

MOV SI,OFFSET C0PY2 

MOV DI,OFFSET C0PY4 

REPZ 

MOVSB 

MOV DX,OFFSET PRINT3 

CALL PRINT_LINE 

MOV DX, OFFSET LINEFEED 

CALL PRINT_LINE 

;Copy files 

MOVAX,CS 

MOV DS,AX 

MOV ES,AX 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+2],OFFSET 

DEFAULT_C0MMAND2 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+4],DS 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+6],SS 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+8],SP 

MOV DX,OFFSET COMMAND_LINE 

MOV BX, OFFSET PARAMETER_BLOCK 
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MOV AL,0 

MOV AH,4BH ; caU DOS command (COPY) 

INT21H 

;Saye last file name in the file CHNGNAME.FIL 

MOV AH,3DH ; Open CHNGNAME.FIL 

MOV DX,OFFSET OLD_FILE 

MOV AL, 1 ; Open file for writing 

INT 2 IH 

JNCERR0R7 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSG4 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT PROGRAM ; Exit program 

ERR0R7: 

MOV FILE_HANDLE,AX 

MOV BX,AX ; FUe handle 

MOVAH,40H ; Write to a file 

MOV DX,OFFSET LAST.FILE 

MOV CX, 8H ; Number of bytes 

INT21H 

JNC ERR0R8 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSG8 
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CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT.PROGRAM ; Exit program 

ERR0R8: 

M0VAH,3EH ; Close CHNGNAME.FIL 

MOV BX,FILE_HANDLE 

INT21H 

JNC ERR0R9 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSG6 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT_PROGRAM ; Exit program 

ERR0R9: 

; Delete temp file 

M0VAH,41H ; Delete file 

MOV DX,OFFSET TEMP_FILE 

INT21H 

JNC ERROR 10 ; Check for error 

MOV DX,OFFSET ERRMSGIO 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; Print error message 

JMP EXIT_PROGRAM ; Exit program 

ERRORIO: 

; DOS command to run RAW2VID 
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;Moye filename to command lines 

MOV CX,8 

MOV SI,OFFSET LAST_FILE 

MOV DI,OFFSET RAW2 VID1 

REPZ 

MOVSB 

MOV CX,8 

MOV SI,OFFSET LAST_FILE 

MOV DI,OFFSET RAW2BIN1 

REPZ 

MOVSB 

MOVAX,CS 

MOV DS,AX 

MOVES, AX 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+2],OFFSET 

DEFAULT_C0MMAND3 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+4],DS 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+6],SS 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+8],SP 

MOV DX,OFFSET COMMAND_LINE 

MOV BX, OFFSET PARAMETER BLOCK 
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MOV AL,0 

MOV AH,4BH ; run DOS command (RAW2VID) 

INT21H 

;CHECK TO SEE IF IT IS THE CORRECT FILE 

MOV DX,OFFSET PRINT4 

CALL PRINT_LINE 

; Get keyboard input 

KEYBOARDS: 

MOV AH,08H ;Get keyboard input 

INT21H 

CMP AL,"Y" 

JZ KEYB0ARD6 

CMP AL,"y" 

JZ KEYB0ARD6 

CMP AL,ODH 

JZ KEYB0ARD8 

CMP AL,"N" 

JZ KEYBOARD 7 

CMP AL,"n" 

JNZ KEYBOARDS 

KEYB0ARD7: 
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; ff the file is wrong, print error message and exit 

CALL PRINT_YN 

MOV DX,OFFSET PRINTS 

CALL PRINT_LINE 

JMP EXIT_PROGRAM 

KEYB0ARD6: 

CALL PRINT_YN 

JMP KEYB0ARD_END2 

KEYB0ARD8: 

MOV AL,"Y" 

JMP KEYB0ARD6 

KEYB0ARD_END2: 

; DOS command to run RAW2BIN LASTFILE.RAW \PSTYLER2\X.RAW 

; which saves the binary data from LASTFILE.RAW as the file 

;\PSTYLER2\X.RAW 

MOVAX,CS 

MOV DS,AX 

MOVES, AX 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+2],OFFSET 

DEFAULT_C0MMAND4 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+4],DS 
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MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+6],SS 

MOV WORD PTR [PARAMETER_BL0CK+8],SP 

MOV DX,OFFSET COMMAND_LINE 

MOV BX, OFFSET PARAMETER_BLOCK 

MOV AL,0 

MOV AH,4BH ; run DOS command (RAW2BIN) 

INT21H 

MOV DX,OFFSET PRINT6 ; print message to screen that the file has been 

CALL PRINT_LINE ; converted and saved as \PSTYLER2\X.RAW 

JMP EXIT_PROGRAM 

;The end ff aU goes right 

;SUBROUTINES 

PRINT_YN: 

MOV DL,AL 

MOV AH,02H 

INT 2 IH 

MOV AH,09H 

MOV DX, OFFSET LINEFEED 

INT21H 

RET 

PRINT LINE: 
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MOV AH,09H 

INT21H 

RET 

EXIT_PROGRAM: 

MOV AH,49H ; Free aUocated memory 

INT21H 

MOV AH,4CH 

INT21H ; Exit program 
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STRIPASC Program 

; This program is used to strip the header information from the ASC 

; files. WhUe you are in DCS, save the waveform in the ASCII format. This 

; wUl give you 20 Unes of header information foUowed by 512 data points 

; separated by Une feeds. After stripping the header, you can import the data 

; into MATLAB. 

JMP START 

FILENAME DB lOH DUP(O) 

LINEl DB "ERROR: UNABLE TO OPEN FILE. INCLUDE EXTENSION.", 

ODH, OAH, "$" 

LINE2 DB "ERROR: UNABLE TO READ FILE.", ODH,OAH,"$" 

LINE3 DB "FILE HAS PROBABLY ALREADY BEEN STRIPPED.", 

ODH,OAH,"$" 

LINE4 DB "ERROR: SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH THE FILE.", ODH, 

OAH, "NEEDS TO BE CHECKED", ODH, OAH, "$" 

LINES DB "ERROR: UNABLE TO CLOSE FILE.", ODH,OAH,"$" 

LINE6 DB "ERROR: UNABLE TO CLEAR FILE.", ODH,OAH,"$" 

LINE7 DB "ERROR: UNABLE TO SAVE FILE.", ODH,OAH,"$" 

FILE_HANDLE DW ? 

FILE_SIZE DW ? 

START: 
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MOV CL,[80H] ; These 8 Unes move the information from the DOS line 

MOVCH,0 ; to the filename block 

DECCX 

CLD 

MOV SI,82H 

MOV DI, OFFSET FILENAME 

REPZ 

MOVSB 

MOV AH,3DH ; Open the file 

MOV DX,OFFSET FILENAME 

MOV AL,2 

INT 2 IH 

JNCSTl 

MOV DX,OFFSET LINEl ; Print error message 

JMP PRINT_LINE 

STl: 

MOV [FILE_HANDLE],AX 

MOV BX,AX 

MOV AH,3FH ; Read the file 

MOV DX,OFFSET END_MARKER 

MOV CX,OFFOOH ; Maximum number of bytes 
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INT 2 IH 

JNCST2 

MOV DX,OFFSET LINE2 ; Print error message 

JMP PRINT_LINE 

ST2: 

MOV [FILE_SIZE],AX 

; Close file 

MOV AH,3EH 

MOV BX,[FILE_HANDLE] 

INT 2 IH 

JNC ST2A 

MOV DX,OFFSET LINES 

JMP PRINT_LINE 

ST2A: 

MOV BX,OFFSET END_MARKER 

CMP BYTE PTR [BX],"W" ; Check to see ff the file has already been 

; stripped or not. 

JZST3 

CMP BYTE PTR [BX],"-" ; See ff it is negative 

JNZSTS 

INC BX ; ff it is '-', then check the next character 
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ST5: 

CMP BYTE PTR [BX],30H ; ff the file starts with a number then it has 

; probably been stripped 

JLST4 

CMP BYTE PTR [BX],39H 

JGST4 

;If the program gets here, then the file has probably already been stripped 

MOV DX,OFFSET LINE3 

JMP PRINT LINE 

ST4: 

MOV DX,OFFSET LINE4 

Print message that the file is probably 

already stripped 

The first character was not a 'W' or a 

number - something is wrong with the file 

JMP PRINT LINE 

ST3: ; Strip the header 

; Find the beginning of the data string look for 'Y then 'D' 

MOV DI,OFFSET END_MARKER 

MOV AL,"Y" 

MOV CX,300H 

PUSH BX 

Look for Y 

Look at the first 300H bytes 

Save bx 

MOVBX,100H 

CMP BH,BL ; Set zero flag 

REPNZ SCASB 
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MOV AL,"D" ; Look for T)' 

CMP BH,BL ; Set zero flag 

REPNZ SCASB 

POPBX 

ADD DI,S ; Gets DI to the last of the header 

MOVCX,[FILE_SIZE] 

SUB CX,DI 

ADD CX,OFFSET END_MARKER 

MOV [FILE_SIZE],CX 

MOV SI,DI 

INC SI 

MOV DI,OFFSET END_MARKER 

REPNZ MOVSB 

; This next section checks to see ff there is any unwanted information after 

; the 512 data points 

PUSH BX 

MOV DI,OFFSET END.MARKER 

MOVAL,0DH ; Line feed 

MOVCX,512 

ST8: 

PUSH CX 
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MOVCX,100H 

MOV BX, lOOH ; To set zero flag 

CMP BH,BL 

REPNZ SCASB 

POPCX 

LOOP ST8 

POPBX 

MOV AX,DI 

MOV BX,OFFSET END_MARKER 

SUB AX,BX 

MOV FILE_SIZE,AX 

M0VAH,3CH ; Clear old file 

MOV DX, OFFSET FILENAME 

MOV CX,0 

INT21H 

JNC ST6B 

MOV DX,OFFSET LINE6 

JMP PRINT_LINE 

ST6B: 

MOV AH,3DH ; Open the file 

MOV DX,OFFSET FILENAME 
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MOV AL,2 

INT21H 

JNC ST6A 

MOV DX,OFFSET LINEl 

JMP PRINT_LINE 

ST6A: 

; Save file 

MOV AH,40H 

MOV DX,OFFSET END_MARKER 

MOVCX,[FILE_SIZE] 

MOV BX,[FILE_HANDLE] 

INT21H 

JNCST6 

MOV DX,OFFSET LINE7 

JMP PRINT_LINE 

ST6: 

; Close file 

M0VAH,3EH 

MOV BX,[FILE_HANDLE] 

INT21H 

JNCST7 
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MOV DX,OFFSET LINES 

ST7: 

EXIT_PROGRAM: 

MOV AH,4CH 

INT 2 IH 

PRINT_LINE: 

MOV AH,9 

INT21H 

JMP EXIT_PROGRAM 

END MARKER DB 0 
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